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Introduction
Appointment and background

1.

I am appointed by Mr Wilkey in this matter to act as an independent expert
witness. However, the solicitors whom he has instructed in the conduct of
the case, Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP, have given me my
instructions.

The letter of instruction, dated 18 December 2002, is

reproduced in this report at Appendix A on page 79.
2.

I am asked to:
a.

Provide Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw prior to the end of January
2003 with an expert report on behalf of Mr Wilkey for submission
in the current disciplinary proceedings before the ARB;

b.

Provide Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw and the Solicitor
Complainant acting for the ARB promptly with answers to any
questions that may arise in relation to the content of my report; and

c.

Attend before a disciplinary panel of the Professional Conduct
Committee as an expert witness instructed on behalf of Mr Wilkey
and answer in an objective and unbiased manner any questions that
are put to you insofar as they fall within my expertise (and as to
those which do not so fall, inform the PCC accordingly).

3.

The date for providing my report has since been brought forward to 22
January 2003.

4.

I am instructed to act in all respects as if I were a "Part 35 expert" under
the Civil Procedure Rules and, in particular (applying Rule 35.3 of Part
35), that I do so on the basis that it is my duty to help the PCC on matters
within my expertise and that this duty overrides any duty to Mayer, Brown,
Rowe & Maw or to Mr Wilkey. Furthermore, I am requested that my
Report : in re:
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report complies in all respects with the duties of an expert as set out in the
judgment of Mr Justice Creswell in The Ikarian Reefer' [ 1993] 2 Lloyds
Rep 68. Reproduced in this report at Appendix B on page 85 are Rule 35
and the relevant Practice Directions of the Civil Procedure Rules. An
extract of the relevant part of The Ikarian Reefer is reproduced on page
10. The nature of my instructed duties was further elucidated and the
Professional Conduct Committee is referred to the whole content of my
letter of instruction.
Disclosure if interest
5.

Before engaging on the substantive issues, I must disclose a previous
involvement that I had in the case of Pearce v. Ove Arup Associates and
others. At paragraph 3 of my curriculum vitae (page 96), I describe how
I joined Paul Hyett and Adam Whiteley in the firm Hyett Salisbury
Whiteley. Before we joined up together, the two others had for 10 years
been in partnership, and some of their work had been consultancy work.
De Heer Remment Koolhaas had contacted them through his solicitor
Ashurst Morris Crisp, and had sent them a number of transparent overlays
similar to those that are listed in Appendix D (on page 103, prepared by Mr
Gareth Pearce) so that they could make a brief appraisal of the similarities
and form a preliminary view on whether copying had taken place.
Knowing that I was experienced in such matters, they asked me for my
opinion. I looked at the overlays for about 10 minutes and formed an
opinion. Ashurst Morris Crisp were duly informed, and we were not
instructed.

6.

Nobody else outside my practice ever knew of this involvement. It was
happenstance that Rowe & Maw (as Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw were
then known) contacted me on Mr Wilkey's behalf. I immediately disclosed
my involvement and wrote to inform Messrs Ashurst Morris Crisp asking
them whether there was any objection to my accepting the appointment.
Report : in re:
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Ashurst Morris Crisp replied with an objection that to act for Mr Wilkey
would be in serious breach of confidence and privilege; but I considered
their objection had no merit.
Background
7.

The brief history of this case is as follows. Mr Gareth Pearce, while an
architectural student, prepared a scheme for the design of a Town Hall in
the Docklands region of London. He tried to obtain work with one of the
defendants, the Office of Metropolitan Architecture, of which de Heer
Koolhaas is the principal. OMA had offices at that time in London and
Rotterdam. Although the facts are uncertain, it was alleged at trial that
OMA had had access to Mr Pearce's scheme and had copied a substantial
part of it in the design of the Kunsthal (Arts Centre) in Rotterdam. The
action was one of breach of copyright against all the parties that might have
been involved, namely the architect OMA, its principal de Heer Koolhaas,
the engineers Ove Arup Associates and the City of Rotterdam which was
the developer. The action eventually failed, and in dismissing the claim, the
judge, Mr Justice Jacob, criticized Mr Wilkey in strident terms.

He

allowed Mr Wilkey an opportunity to make representations and then
instructed the defendants' solicitor to make a complaint about Mr Wilkey's
conduct, which complaint eventually reached the Registrar of the
Architects' Registration Board.
Qualification of my report
8.

Although much ofthe written information used in the trial of Pearce v. Ove
Arup and others is in English, some of it is in Dutch and a few parts are in
French, Italian and Japanese. I speak neither Dutch nor Japanese, although
I can sometimes discern the meaning of Dutch. Italian I can understand
better owing to its similarity with Latin. I speak French badly, but I am
comfortable reading it.
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Duty to the Professional Conduct Committee
9.

In compliance with my instructions, my duty to the Professional Conduct
Committee is the same as it would be to a Court of Justice under Rule
35.3. I have complied with that duty and will continue to comply with it.
However, mindful of the fact that the hearings of the Professional Conduct
Committee are held in public but that the tribunal may offer no immunity
to witnesses comparable to a court, that which I represent in this report
and which (if required of me) I shall say, shall be taken to be no more than
the evidence of my own opinions which I am expressing for the benefit of
the Professional Conduct Committee alone. Use of my evidence is limited
to that purpose.

Curriculum vitae
10.

This is included in my report at Appendix C on page 95.

Documents
11.

I have listed the drawings and documents I have been sent in Appendix D
on page 79.

Summary and conclusion
12.

My starting point in this report is to describe the duties of an expert
witness and explore precisely what it was that Mr Wilkey was asked to do
within his instructions. In order to help with this I take a look not only at
the Civil Procedure Rules which give not only rules but directions, I also
look at the requirements of the Courts as they have described them
authoritatively.

13.

One of the important questions for the Professional Conduct Committee
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will be, I imagine, the level of skill that an expert witness is required to
have and to exercise. This was described by Lord Wilberforce in a leading
case in the House of Lords, Whitehouse v. Jordan, and by definition is no
higher than the standard of the "ordinary skilled man exercising and
professing to have that skill". It is not necessary to be exceptionally clever,
exceptionally knowledgeable, or exceptionally skilled in order to be an
expert witness. Nor has achieving perfection ever been the standard
required of a registered person. Discernment of calibre and the selection
of a preferred candidate rests entirely with the appointer. I would
respectfully add to Lord Wilberforce's dictum that an expert witness must
also be reasonably competent in giving evidence and have a reasonable
knowledge of his duties and the procedures of the courts.
14.

I then turn to recent changes in the attitude that I have perceived towards
expert witnesses, both by cross-examining counsel and, significantly, by
judges. I refer to a paper written by Lord Justice Sebag Shaw in which he
emphasises the duty of the expert to be an advocate for his opinions (but
not his party's cause), and who describes some of the pitfalls that can beset
experts as they give evidence. I recount changes from my own experience.
I reproduce an article that I wrote in the Barrister magazine in which I
describe these changes and the negative effect they are likely to have on
obtaining justice.

15.

It is my opinion that the design of the Kunsthal was copied from Mr
Pearce's drawings. My initial view was reached intuitively, much in the
same way as did Mr Frederick Hill, who was appointed as expert before Mr
Wilkey, and then by Mr Wilkey himself. The intuitive approach is normally
taken by architect expert witnesses in cases of copyright infringement.
However, as that intuitive approach appears to have been rejected out of
hand by the judge, I use the mathematical theory of probability to illustrate
just how remote a chance it would be for the similarities - that are plain to
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see in the drawings illustrated at the back of this report - to be
coincidental.
16.

Unlike many architects, I am in a position to deploy a mathematical
approach to analysis, owing to my education in the sciences. As will
become clear, mathematical analysis validates the intuitive conclusion
reached by Mr Hill, Mr Wilkey, and myself.

17.

One of the major travesties that occurred in this case was that although
there was a Court Order that restricted the issues in difference to that of
graphical infringement - that is to say one drawing copied from another
drawing - the judge allowed the defendants to base their case on the built
structure of the Kunsthal, and the functions to which each part was put.
I find this inexplicable. The Court in my view should never have gone to
Holland. The criticism of Mr Wilkey in this regard is therefore entirely
unfounded.

18.

Mr Wilkey prepared his report in the usual way. He listed his source
materials in the usual way. He fulfilled his instructions in the usual way.
He gave oral evidence; but in my view, the manner in which he was treated
in the witness box (both in cross-examination by counsel and in questioning
by the judge) was extraordinary. Not only did counsel for the defence
adopt an intimidating approach but he also strayed into lines of questioning
that the judge in my view should have stopped. However the transcript
shows that far from stopping it, the judge not only supported it but
contributed to it himself. Not only that but when counsel for the claimant
came close to examining the defendants' expert on the crux of the matter,
namely graphical copying, the judge intervened and this, I consider, had the
consequence of disrupting counsel for the claimant and further, it allowed
the expert to avoid the issue under examination. In my view, having
carefully read the expert evidence and testimony of each side and having
regard to the transcripts of the judge's interventions, I have reached the
Report : in re:
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conclusion that the judge came to this case having already formed a view.
My perception is that the judge had formulated his view of the merits
before he heard the experts' evidence. This, regrettably, appears to me to
have been prejudicial to Mr Pearce's case, and to have coloured his view
concerning Mr Wilkey as an expert witness, and concerning his evidence.
19.

The failure of the defendants to disclose documents is a matter that Mr
Wilkey properly and, I am instructed, repeatedly raised in correspondence
with his instructing solicitor.

However, it was not his duty to obtain

missing documents himself. If there were missing documents, then Mr
Pearce's legal advisers should have obtained them. In this aspect Mr
Wilkey's approach was the correct one. He listed the documents that he
had read and made a qualification in his report to explain those classes of
documents that he had not seen and would have expected to have seen. In
my opinion, his account and the qualifications to his report that he
expressed cannot be faulted.
20.

I next re-visit the judgment, and I take each of the points made by the
judge which are, or which by implication may be taken to be, critical of Mr
Wilkey. On examination, every one of them is unfounded. On reading the
transcript of his evidence, I found I could not avoid the view that the judge
had demonstrated an intemperate and confrontational approach in relation
to Mr Wilkey's evidence and his testimony. The reason that my opinion on
this is significant is that I must consider Mr Wilkey's performance as an
expert in that context.

21.

I refer to a clear warning given by Lord Justice Sebag Shaw to the dangers
of judges heaping experts without unfounded aspersion when they, that is
judges, shut their minds to ideas they do not want to comprehend or of
which they disapprove. In addition I deal with the points made by Mr
Justice Jacob which are in my view either mistaken or irrelevant to the
case: they are legion. I analyse the misconception whereby the mere
Report: in re:
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presence of differences is used to disprove copying. I consider the
possibility - well understood in law - of altered copying. By `altered
copying' I mean making use of an original design to formulate and create
another design which is different but which nevertheless contains the very
essence of the first. I illustrate how the judge criticizes Mr Wilkey for
failing to answer questions that were not asked of him, but which the judge
could have asked had he been taking an objective view of the trial.
22.

In all this I talk about the practicalities: the way distortions can arise
through the process of copying, and how inaccuracies can be made with
free-hand copying. I take a look at the way Mr Hoshino, the job architect
under de Heer Koolhaas, gives his account of the generation of the design
and his working methods. I look at the quality of the drawings and
sympathise with the judge for failing to understand them.

23.

I discount the evidence of de Professor Dijkstra. He was addressing the
wrong question - it had nothing to do with the trial - and not once did he
apprise the court of his opinions of the detailed allegations other than in
cross-examination. My opinion of his evidence is that it should have
carried no evidential weight at all. It is unfortunate that it appears the
judge allowed himself to be influenced by the professor's mistaken
approach. This appears throughout his judgment, and in particular where
he refers to the fundamental importance of the design as a 3D building,
which he said was "central to the case".

24.

Mr Wilkey gave his opinions on the issues that he was asked to address.
In my view he was not unbalanced and neither was he biased. His report
and his oral evidence are careful and measured. He cannot be criticised for
holding opinions that differed from de Heer Koolhaas and the judge; that
is, if necessary, his ultimate duty. Furthermore his opinions were rational
and, in my view consistent with his opinions properly reached, that Mr
Pearce's drawings had been copied. Mr Wilkey was supporting neither the
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"fantastic" nor the "absurd".
My conclusion is that Mr Wilkey carried out his duties as an expert witness

25.

methodically and dutifully to the standard required of him. There is no
question in my mind that he can be guilty of unacceptable professional
conduct or serious professional incompetence in the manner alleged by the
Solicitor Complainant. Mr Wilkey has in my opinion suffered an injustice.

Discussion
The scope of this report.
26.

The complaint made against Mr Wilkey has its source in the trial judge who
determined the case in which Mr Wilkey gave expert evidence. I am
instructed that no other complaint has been added. It follows that I need
only consider in this report Mr Wilkey's duty to the court. That duty is set
out in Part 35 of the Civil Procedure Rules and the accompanying Practice
Direction current at the time that Mr Wilkey wrote his reports and gave his
oral evidence. The Rules and the Practice Direction are reproduced, as
already mentioned, in Appendix B of this report (page 85).

The duties of an expert witness
27.

My understanding of the function of an expert is that he gives his opinion
on matters of his own expertise where the court lacks that knowledge. He
does not usually provide factual evidence. This practice goes back at least
as far as 1553 when Mr Justice Saunders said:'
"If matters arise in our law which concern other sciences
or faculties we commonly apply for the aid of that science
or faculty which it concerns. This is a commendable thing
in our law. For thereby it appears that we do not dismiss

I

Buckley v. Rice-Thomas (1554 ) 1 Plowd 118 at 124.
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all other sciences but our own, but we approve of them and
encourage them as things worthy of commendation. "
28.

As to the expert witnesses' duty, in a Scottish case Lord President Cooper
said in 1953: 2
"Their duty is to furnish the judge with the necessary
scientific criteria for testing the accuracy of their
conclusions, so as to enable the judge or jury to form their
own independent judgment by the application of these
criteria to the facts proved in evidence ".
In that case, the Court of Session repudiated any suggestion that the court
was bound to adopt the views of an expert, even if those views were not
controverted, for the final or ultimate question was for judgment:'
"The parties have invoked the decision of a judicial
tribunal and not an oracular pronouncement by an
expert ".

29.

Because experts can set benchmark criteria and give persuasive
interpretation of facts, their testimony may carry more weight than
evidence of fact, and for this reason the courts have often expressed the
principle that opinion evidence should be given without favour to the party
appointing the expert. The leading judgment that experts are bound to use
as their authority was given by Lord Wilberforce in 1981, that expert
evidence should be independent of influence by legal advisers and
"uninfluenced as to form or content by the exigencies of litigation" 4 .

30.

This rule was helpfully expounded by Mr Justice Cresswell in the "Ikarian

2

Davie v. Edinburgh Magistrates [1953] SC 34 at 40.

3

[1953] SC 34 at 40.

4

Whitehouse v. Jordan [ 1981 ] I All

ER 267 at 281.
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Reefer"5 :
"The duties and responsibilities of expert witnesses in civil
cases include the following:
"1. Expert evidence presented to the court should be, and
should be seen to be, the independent product of the expert
uninfluenced as to form or content by the exigencies of
litigation'.
"2. An expert witness should provide independent assistance to
the court by way of objective, unbiased opinion in relation to
matters within his expertise', and an expert witness in the High
Court should never assume the role of an advocate'.
"3. An expert witness should state the facts or assumptions upon
which his opinion is based.

He should not omit to consider

material facts which could detract from his concluded opinion 9. "
31.

Mr Justice Laddie in Cala v. McAlpine 10 in 1995 said that it was clear that
"Cresswell J had just as much in mind the expert's report as the evidence
given orally at trial".

32.

The dicta and guidance may now be taken in the context of the Civil
Procedure Rules, which I have reproduced at Appendix B on page 85. Of
particular relevance to the expert's duties are Rule 35.3 (page 85) and
Practice Directions 1.1 to 1.6 (page 91).

Practical directions for the

5

National Justice Cia Naviera SA v. Prudential Assurance Co Ltd [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep
68 at 81.

6

Whitehouse v. Jordan [ 1981 ] 1 WLR 246 at 256 per Lord Wilberforce.

7

Polivitte Ltd v. Commercial Union Assurance Co Plc [1987] 1 Lloyd's Rep 379 at 386
per Garland J.

8

Re J. [1990] FCR 193, per Cazalet J.

9

Re J., supra, 565.

10

[1995] FSR 818 at 843.
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production of the expert's report are given in Practice Directions 2.1 2.6". These Rules codified the rules to which experts have long been
bound.
The level of skill required of an expert witness
33.

As to the level of skill required of an expert, this has been stated by Lord
Wilberforce, who answered the question authoritatively':
".... where you get a situation which involves the use of
some special skill or competence then the test as to
whether there has been negligence or not is not the test of
the man on the top of the Clapham omnibus because he
has not got this special skill. The test is the standard of
the ordinary skilled man exercising and professing to have
that special skill ".

34.

My own view, and the view that I shall apply in this report, is that the level
of skill that is required of an expert is that ordinary skill expressed by Lord
Wilberforce. But in addition, he must have the ordinary skill of a person
who professes to be competent to give evidence in writing and oral
testimony. I believe that this is the view that is commonly held by my
professional peers.

35.

There is a growing perspective however that I believe needs to be taken
into account. A deal of criticism hac been made of experts recently who
have been judicially criticised for failing to abide by the duty of objectivity.
The number of such instances has been growing. In parallel with this
increase, I have noticed from my own experience that the attitude of
counsel in cross-examination has changed. Greater emphasis is now given
to testing the credentials of the expert and his approach to the case,

11

12

PD 2.6 was deleted in October 2002.
Whitehouse v. Jordan, supra.
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sometimes it must be said at the expense of the substance of his opinions.
Although to my knowledge this problem has not been dealt with in any
decided case, it was admirably anticipated by the late Lord Justice Sebag
Shaw, whose paper given to the Royal Society of Medicine in 1975 on the
subject I have reproduced in full (with permission) at Appendix F on page
108, 118, 118. In essence what has happened is that too frequently when
an expert expresses a firm opinion, the very strength of that opinion is
taken - mistakenly - to demonstrate that the expert is partisan. Sebag
Shaw LJ anticipated this. In his paper he made the important and very
clear distinction between being an advocate for the cause and an advocate
for an opinion. An expert, he said: "must be an advocate for the opinion
he expresses about a matter which may have a bearing on the ultimate
outcome of the trial" (page 115).
36.

It is also my experience that as counsel have become increasingly abrasive
in cross-examination of experts, so too have judges become less inclined
to intervene; and sometimes, are inclined to join in the examination
themselves. It used to be the case that there was a presumption that an
expert who came to give evidence in court would be treated with the
deference that his station in his profession deserved. But that, I think, has
largely been set aside, even by judges. In my own experience, judges are
now far less likely to intervene to restrain counsel who is attempting to
intimidate an expert witness. Lord Justice Sebag Shaw recognized the
importance of humility towards experts, but did not anticipate the change
that I have encountered:
"Judges are easier to instruct but more difficult to
impress. At times they tend to shut their minds to ideas
they do not want to comprehend or of which they
disapprove. They are then apt to asperse the authority of
the expert witness. Take for instance Lord Campbell in an
appeal in 1843 concerning the devolution of a peerage.
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One question which arose was the authenticity of writing
in a prayer book; which might have furnished a
genealogical clue. In the House of Lords Lord Campbell
declared:
"Now I should say, upon the whole appearance, this entry is a
forgery. With the degree of knowledge I have acquired of
handwriting, that is the view I have taken of the subject. There
was a witness Sir Frederick Madden who took it on himself to
say that it was the handwriting of about the middle of the last
century. I do not mean any reflection on Sir Frederick; I dare
say he is a very respectable gentleman and did not mean to give
any evidence that was untrue; but really this confirms the
opinion I have entertained; that hardly any weight is to be given
to the evidence of what are called scientific witnesses. They
come with a bias on their minds to support the cause in which
they are embarked; and it appears to me that Sir Frederick
Madden if he had been a witness in a cause and had been asked
on a different occasion what he thought of this handwriting
would have given a totally different account of it'.
"This contemptuous denunciation and dismissal of a
scientific witness may sound pretty shocking today. But it
is not essence very different from the attitude of some
judges to psychiatrists who ventured into the witness box
twenty or thirty years ago. On the whole I think that in
these days judges show greater humility in the presence of
a bona fide specialist." (page 114)
37.

Having had an interest in the matter, I read Mr Justice Jacob's judgment in
Pearce v Ove Arup and others shortly after it was handed down. I was
immediately struck not only by his strident language but also by the way in
which he attacked Mr Wilkey.

So struck was I by his lack of

circumspection that I was invited to contribute to

`The Barrister'

magazine, which I did in the Spring Term edition of 2001. I reproduce the
article in full at Appendix E on page 105. My instructing solicitor has
asked me to comment on the judgment, which I do in the context of my
understanding of the level of duty that is imposed upon an expert and my
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experience of acting as a tribunal myself.
The duty to explain technical matters

38.

There is another duty that the expert almost invariably has to perform. It
is to explain his own discipline and the technical evidence in a way that is
comprehensible to the judge. In this regard, the judge is treated as having
no special knowledge, although in specialist courts such as the Technology
and Construction Court and the Patents Court, the judges may in fact have
considerable technical knowledge. Nevertheless, an expert is expected to
explain his evidence in this way.

Mr Wilkey's particular duties
39.

In this particular case, Mr Wilkey was firstly asked to provide his opinion
on similarities between the drawings for different buildings. Whether or
not there was a breach of Mr Pearce's copyright was the ultimate matter
for judgment; but it was Mr Wilkey's job to use his skill to examine the
drawings (in the light of the allegations) and to discern from them whether
there were similarities; and if there were, where they lay.

40.

Similarities are predominantly a matter of fact and not opinion.

Mr

Wilkey's opinion was however required on whether any similarities he
perceived were derived by copying or else (it must be conjectured) reached
by mere coincidence.

Here Mr Wilkey had to draw from his own

experience as an architect who is familiar with the process of design
inception and development. Part of his experience will have included the
usual practice of an architect of making use of those parts of a sketch
design that he intends to keep while reworking others, and the inherent
copying that is an essential part of this process.
41.

In my view, this was a skill that any reasonably competent and experienced
architect would be able to exercise; no special level of expertise is required.
The only additional qualities that Mr Wilkey had to exhibit were therefore
Report : in re:
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his knowledge of the rules of providing evidence as an expert witness and
his readiness to abide by them.
42.

I now turn to the matters that I am instructed to deal with.

The scope of Mr Wilkey's duties
43.

Paragraph 1.4 of the Practice Direction requires the expert to consider all
material facts, including those which might detract from his opinion. It is
a trite observation that the expert may only consider those facts that he is
privy to. For this reason the expert gives details of any literature or other
material relied upon in making the report so that if there are any gaps,
those are clear to the reader.

44.

At paragraph 1.5 Mr Wilkey said that he was instructed by Anthony Gold,
solicitors to give his opinion on the allegations of copyright [infringement]
against the defendants of the action. He was asked by them to:
a.

provide an opinion as to the similarities between the Docklands
plans and (i) those prepared for the Kunsthal, and (ii) the Kunsthal
as built;

b.

provide an opinion and report with regard to the claimant's claims
against the defendants as set out in the pleadings.

45.

The early opinions that Mr Wilkey provided to his client and which led to
his first report are not relevant to my enquiry. The first duty that he
performed for the court was to prepare a report, which he did on 12 June
2001. The only relevant instruction from Mr Pearce's legal advisers was
therefore that which led to his writing his signed-off reports and which led
to his oral testimony. In this, his instruction was circumscribed by the
matters claimed. The allegations made in those claims were firstly that the
second and the third defendants copied the claimant's drawings and
secondly that the Kunsthal was built from the defendants' drawings.
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46.

However, at paragraph 20 of the Amended Defence of the Second and
Third Defendants it is admittedthat the Kunsthal was built "in accordance
with or substantially in accordance with the designs for the Kunsthal
created by Mr Hoshino under the guidance and supervision of the Second
Defendant".

47.

As this was admitted, it was unnecessary in my opinion for the Court or the
experts to examine the Kunsthal; for there was no dispute in the matter.
It was no longer a live issue in the case. I am instructed that on 23 April
2001 Ashurst Morris Crisp wrote to Anthony Gold and stated that this was
no longer an issue. Mr Wilkey was therefore correct not to expend time
and money in an examination of the Kunsthal itself, but to concentrate only
on the comparison of the drawings. It is clear that Mr Wilkey did not
suggest or even imply in his report that he had visited the Kunsthal. An
informed reader of paragraph 20 of the Amended Defence of the 2n d and
3' Defendants ought not to have expected an expert on this case to have
visited the Kunsthal (especially an expert subject to Legal Aid funding).

48.

It would have been convenient for Mr Wilkey to have mentioned this; but
I do not regard the omission of irrelevant material as having any
consequence on the outcome of a properly conducted trial. That part of
the criticism that Mr Justice Jacob made against Mr Wilkey concerning Mr
Wilkey's failure to visit the Kunsthal appears to me to be unjustifiable.

49.

Furthermore, I understand from paragraph 2.17 of Mr Wilkey's first report
that there was a Consent Order made by the Court on 18 December 2000
that limited the investigation of infringement to the question of whether the
drawings of the Kunsthal infringed the copyright of the Docklands plans.
Bearing this in mind, I find it inexplicable that Jacob J said at paragraph
5 8(a) of his judgment:
Notwithstanding the seriousness of the allegation, [Mr
Wilkey] did not visit the Kunsthal before making his report
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yet did not mention that fact in his report. It may be that
there were funding difficulties. But it certainly would have
been fairer to say that he did not actually say he had not
actually seen the Kunsthal. After all it was clear that its
design as a 3D building was central to the case.
That last sentence appears to me to be mistaken; it is of fundamental
importance to the reasons that Mr Justice Jacob gave for his criticism of
Mr Wilkey. I shall deal with the detail of these criticisms in due course.
However, the judge's statement that the design as a 3D building was
central to the case is entirely insupportable. The dispute in this case was,
by admission, by agreement and by Order of the Court expressly restricted
to the issue of graphical (i.e.2D) copying.
Mr Wilkey's source materials
50.

As to his examination of the drawings, Mr Wilkey listed the material that
he had been sent at Appendix 2 of his report on page 28 as was his duty
under paragraph 2.2(2) of the CPR Practice Direction (page 91). Given
that these drawings contained both the claimant's and the defendants'
information, and that his instructions were to make a comparison between
the drawings, this was sufficient for Mr Wilkey to make the comparison
that led him to conclude that copying had or had not taken place as the
case may be. With the information provided to him by the time he came to
prepare his final report, Mr Wilkey was in a position to form an opinion.

51.

Even so, the documents produced by the defendants included many
drawings - these not from a student but from a working office - that were
not labelled, not dated, devoid of the indicia that allows a drawing to be
read as a design for a three-dimensional object, and incomplete. However,
that they were unprofessional is of no consequence in a case where the
allegations of infringement are restricted to graphical copying.
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52.

On 3 April 2001 by email, Mr Wilkey wrote to his instructing solicitors
listing deficiencies in disclosure. I am instructed that Anthony Gold then
wrote on 3 April 2001 to the defendants' solicitor to chase disclosure (the
letter of which I have seen a copy is dated 4 April 2001). It was not until
23 April 2001 that Ashurst Morris Crisp replied to say:
"We preface this response by noting that our clients
consider that they have complied with their disclosure
obligations and will resist any application for specific
disclosure.

Moreover, we note that in any such

application he Court must have regard to all the
circumstances and in particular, the overriding objective,
which we consider would clearly militate against any
specific disclosure in this case.
"Our clients have not disclosed all drawings, plans,
sketches and design documents produced or created during
the whole process for the Kunsthal. They have, inter alia,
disclosed all design drawings, plans and sketches (other
than mere copies) located during their disclosure searches
which pre-date the alleged infringing drawings. "
53.

If the claimant still felt that disclosure was inadequate, this should not have
been fatal to his case, for in my view, as I shall explain, there is sufficient
evidence in the infringing drawings of similarities for the judge to have
concluded beyond reasonable doubt that copying had taken place.

Mr Wilkey's response to de Professor Dijkstra
54.

The supplementary reports were provided in response to what Mr Wilkey
read in witness statements.

The report dated 5 August included Mr

Wilkey's response to de Professor Dijkstra's report. Of that, Mr Wilkey
concluded:
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"[Dijkstra] does not in my view provide any convincing
analysis as to how the design for the Kunsthal was
originated and developed, or that Koolhaas did not copy
Pearce's design. "
55.

It seems to me that the principal reason for this conclusion was that the
professor had not specifically dealt with each of the graphical issues arising
in this case". I agree with Mr Wilkey. This close examination was very
necessary because, as Mr Wilkey said:
"In my view ... the resemblance between the DTH and
Kunsthal goes well beyond a very general sense, in that
there are very specific examples of similarity between the
two projects. "

56.

De Professor Dijkstra did not attempt to address the similarities in detail
in his reports, although he did admit to there being resemblance "in a very
general sense"". Later I shall describe how the professor wrote his report
on the basis of a misapprehension of the law of copyright (paragraph 98.d
on page 61), but even this did not excuse him from examining the
allegations in detail. His reason appears to me to be inadequate 15 :
"Professional

understanding

of the architectural

appearance of such elements can only lead to the
conclusion that there is no similarity between these parts
of both designs. Other dimensional comparisons made by
Mr Pearce in his portfolio seem to me to be just as
arbitrary and unsustainable. "

13

Wilkey Supplementary Report, 5 August 2001, paragraph 1.10.

14

Dijkstra Report 8 May 2001, paragraph 9.

15

Dijkstra Report 8 May 2001, paragraph 16.
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57.

This case, by agreement, was purely and exclusively about graphical
copying". Consequently de Professor Dijkstra's analysis should have had
no bearing upon its outcome. Even in his second report" where he has the
benefit of Mr Wilkey's detailed analysis, the professor fails to address any
specific example. His second report may be summed up in the single
sentence:
"Nothing I have read in Mr Wilkey's report and none of
the documents he refers to inspire or persuade me to
change my opinion on any aspect of the first report. "

58.

De Professor Dijkstra's reports were fundamentally misconceived for the
reasons given above. That misconception underpinned both his written and
oral evidence. Accordingly, as an expert witness, I know that his evidence
should have carried no weight.

Mr Wilkey's credentials
59.

An extension of this question must include whether or not, given the
materials that he had, Mr Wilkey was qualified to reach an opinion that
would be valuable to the court. In this regard, he properly appended his
curriculum vitae to his report. In my view, any chartered architect in
practice has all the necessary qualifications to provide opinion evidence in
copyright matters to the required standard", for the study of architecture
for the several years of academic and practical training will be sufficient for
him to recognize similarities between different projects.

60.

As to Mr Wilkey's experience as an expert in copyright matters, on the

-16

Consent Order referred to ante. at paragraph 49.

17

Dijkstra Report 23 August 2001.

18

See paragraph 34 ante.
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for instance he said:
I have not been provided with copies of the defendants'
architects files, architects' notebooks, contemporaneous
notes and other relevant documents which I would have
expected to have existed and which would have provided
me with a thorough understanding of the way in which the
Kunsthal project developed in the office of OMA, and how
the project was managed within the office by Koolhaas and
other partners and staff. These documents would (or could
have) identified the design process and reasoning behind
the production of the design and drawings produced from
the inception of the project through to completion in 19891990. This would have provided me with a basis of an
assessment similar to that undertaken on the Docklands in
this section 3 of the report.
I consider that Mr Wilkey was being properly cautious and correct to say
that he had an inequality of information. This would have enabled the
judge to weigh his evidence appropriately and should, I think, have
indicated a lack of bias to the judge rather than the presence of it.
Moreover, it is for the lawyers and not the expert to ask the opposing side
for additional documentation. If an expert were to enter the fray of
demanding disclosure, he would soon compromise his independence. A
qualification such as this is sufficient and will allow the client's legal
representatives to take the initiative.
Mr Wilkey's use of inference
63.

I have stated that any reasonably skilled architect has the qualities to enable
him to draw an inference from the occurrence of similarities. Such an
approach is intuitive, but will be based upon a proper appraisal of the facts.
An intuitive approach is the usual methodology in cases such as this. By
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way of illustration, this is how I described the approach that I took to a
particular set of similarities in Cala v. McAlpine, where my opinions were
accepted:
"Despite the lack of much exact dimensional correlation,
I cannot say that the two houses are dissimilar or even
unrelated.

In fact of all the house types that I have

compared, these two are perhaps the most interesting, for
the comparison must be made more on my subjective
evaluation of the similarities rather than pointing out, for
instance, the facts of exactly matching dimensions. In
doing this I have looked not so much at the arrangements
generally (which I consider to have a similar pattern even
if dimensions are not the same), but for a common quirk in
the designs. A quirk is something that is unusual and
inexplicable. The presence of a quirk that is common to
two designs is a good indication that the one design has
evolved from the other, even if it has gone through
substantial changes.
64.

)21

In another case where I appointed as joint expert witness, and which settled
on the basis of my report, I said:
"If the same problem were set of another skilled designer,
namely "three bedrooms, one with a bathroom en suite
(plenty of hanging space all round), a second bathroom, a
fourth bedroom to double as a study and a separate we
next to the hall, then it is possible that a similar
configuration could be arrived at. But when the spatial
configuration is combined with all the other architectural

21

Since formulating this theory, I understand that Ordnance Survey have begun to
introduce deliberate (but inconsequential) errors on their maps.
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devices that Mr W- employs, the likelihood offetching up
with a similar design very quickly becomes remote. It is
precisely because Mr W- has such a long litany of
architectural devices that he calls his `signature ; be they
ever so commonplace when used individually, in
combination of so many that it makes for a design that is
unquestionably unique. Just as a painter can make a
unique painting from a few squeezes of different coloured
paint, so Mr W- has skilfully produced in these designs
an arrangement that is his own alone, and which would be
recognizable as being his. "
65.

In his report, and in his testimony, Mr Wilkey validly used the intuitive
approach. He described his methodology in the section of his report that
begins at paragraph 5.1. He said that Mr Pearce adopted a reasonable
approach by preparing his portfolio of overlays. He said:
"5.83. The regularity of coincidences in the matching
dimensions in the various elements of the building
indicates elements of copying having occurred in the
development of the design of the Kunsthal. Some of the
particulars of similarity are unrelated in terms of
architectural elements or features between the two
schemes. However, where these dimensions or plan shapes
do coincide there is a regularity of coincidences that
makes it most unlikely that they are accidental. In my
opinion, the numerous similarities of the minor dimensions
identified above are unlikely to be coincidental, and are
therefore indicative of graphical copying.
"5.84. Another factor, which supports the allegation of
copying, is the difference in scale between the 2 sets of
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drawings, namely the 1:250 in the Docklands and the
1:200 in the Kunsthal. Both projects were designed on an
open site unrestricted by other surrounding buildings. The
choice of shape, volume, and size was therefore entirely
open.

However, what has occurred, with striking

regularity, is the matching of the dimensional elements of
the 2 buildings and related features. "
66.

That valid methodology, which is in my opinion sufficient for its purpose,
I shall next evaluate and confirm by reference to the theory of mathematical
probability.

Theory and application of probability
67.

I have studied Mr Wilkey's conclusion carefully. I appreciate that different
experts may quite appropriately adopt different views, but in this case Mr
Wilkey demonstrated a logical approach to his assessment of the
similarities, drew his inferences carefully and concluded that copying had
occurred. However the judge did not, and I shall therefore re-examine the
issues using a less subjective approach than is usual. The mathematical
theory of probability used as a tool of factor analysis brings an objective
appreciation of the likelihood of copying either taking place or else any
perceived similarity being coincidental. It will therefore be necessary to
explain the applicable theory.

68.

The chance of throwing a six with a die is of course one sixth, for there are
six faces on the die and, one trusts, the chance of any face turning up is

equal. What is sometimes less well understood is that the chance of
throwing two sixes in a row is the product of both chances. Thus the
chance of throwing two sixes is:
1/6 x 1/6 = 1/36.
69.

As the progression is achieved by multiplication it does not take long for
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the probability of throwing a number of sixes in succession to dwindle.
6
Thus the chance of throwing 6 sixes in a row is (1/6) , which is

approximately 0.0002 - a very small number. But here a difficulty arises
- for with very small numbers (or indeed very large ones) our perception
of the size of that number fails us. Sometimes in these circumstances it is
helpful to construct an illustration. Take for instance the National Lottery.
In order to win the jackpot, six balls have to be called correctly (although
not in any particular sequence) out of a choice of 49.

There is a

dependency between events which makes the chance of winning greater
than if each was independent; even so, the probability of winning the
jackpot is just one chance in 13,983,815'. That chance is very slim indeed.
So as to appreciate the odds, consider that if it is assumed that a lottery
player has a full life expectancy of 50 years, but that the chance of death is
equal on every day for those fifty years, then it would be necessary to play
the lottery within two minutes of the draw for the chance of winning the
jackpot to be greater than the chance of dropping dead.
70.

It is this kind of factor analysis which, for instance, allows a police officer
to say23 that 8 similar characteristics on a fingerprint lead to the
unquestionable conclusion that that print is unique in the world population
of 6.3 billion. The key concept is that every event significantly increases
the chance of uniqueness because the values of probability of each event
occurring are multiplied together to achieve the overall value'. It follows,
and I shall demonstrate, that it requires only a few similarities in a set of
architectural drawings for it to be possible to discount the probability of
coincidence.

22

((49x48x47x46x45x44)=(6x5x4x3x2x1))=13,983,815.

23

Interview, Thames Valley Police, 13 January 2003.

24

The Multiplication Law ofProbability states that if the probabilities of n independent
events (i.e. no event affects any future event) are given by p,, p , p , . . . .p„ then the
probability of all the events occurring is p = p, X P X p
X p,,.
2

2

3

ar
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Similarity of shapes
71.

Next, it is necessary briefly to examine Euclidian or simple geometry.
Buildings are generally made out of ordered planes, either flat or curved.
For convenience, drawings represent these planes either in section, plan or
elevation, so enabling (for convenience) the planes to be represented
graphically as lines. Accordingly, these lines are seldom unstructured or
irregular. They are straight, but sometimes curved. A circle is a circle, a
square is a square and an equilateral triangle is an equilateral triangle. If a
circle is considered to be a regular polygon with an infinite number of sides
then it may be stated that the representation of any two regular polygons
(that is, with sides of equal length) with the same number of sides will be
the same. In all these simple shapes there is only one variable, the length
of the side (or in the case of the circle, the `side'). Small inference of
copying may therefore be derived by the presence in isolation of, say a
square shape in one building and a square in another because there is only
a single variable to distinguish the two.

72.

What are relevant to this report are those shapes, or the relationship
between shapes, which contain elements of irregularity.

For where

similarities are seen between sets of information where the irregular
elements are high, the greater will be the inference of the similarity not
being coincidental.
73.

A rectangle contains the irregular elements that adjacent sides need not be
of equal length. A triangle similarly increases in irregularity as its shape is
defined first as equilateral, then as isosceles and finally as irregular. If
taken with infinite precision, the probability of any two equilateral and
isogonal shapes being proportionately exactly the same is of course one,
while the probability of any two truly irregular shapes being exactly the
same is nil. This can be said with certainty because if choice is random and
precision infinitely fine, the length of two lines drawn by these rules can
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(almost) never be the same.
Inaccuracies and common denominators

74.

But uncertainties arise because inaccuracies creep in, particularly in the
copying processes that have been described by Mr Wilkey. It is very
unusual, for instance, for the photocopied image of a shape to be precisely
the same as the original. Even the same shape on the same piece of paper
may change shape and size from day to day depending upon atmospheric
humidity. Moreover with copying, if a process introduces an error and the
process is repeated over and over, so the error will be compounded. So it
may be possible for shapes that were originally the same become different;
and by the same logic (although far less likely) shapes that were originally
different may come to be the same. Errors and uncertainties must therefore
be taken into account. My opinion, which is empirically based, is that little
weight should be given variations within the range ±3%. This 3% would
be enlarged for short dimensions where the distortion of copying will
become less significant while graphical reproduction errors will become
more so.

75.

On the other hand, units of measure introduce sets of dimensions or
common denominators that will be chosen frequently. In the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands, the unit of measurement is based upon the
universal metre. An architect's scale rule, or his design software, rarely
produce divisions of measurement in the construction industry more fine
than one millimetre, and as often as not, the designer will round
measurements for convenience. It is commonplace, for instance, to find a
wall with a length drawn at precisely 4 metres. No inference of copying
would be made if that dimension were to be found in two different designs.
But that changes with frequency of occurrence. If, for instance, it is
assumed that the probability of any building containing a wall that is
precisely 4 metres long is 1/3, then by applying the Multiplication Law, the
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probability any two buildings containing walls of that length would be 1/9.
It follows that it does not need too many dimensional similarities for the
probability of chance to dwindle rapidly.
76.

Then there is the set of angles based upon the modulus of the degree.
There will be a greater probability of congruence between the set based
upon angles of whole degrees than fractions of angles; even greater
probability if the set comprises multiples of 5 degrees or even 10 degrees.
The right-angle occupies, of course, a special set that has a probability of
occurrence of very nearly 1. Greater significance will therefore be derived
from similarities found where the set used for line length or subtended
angle is in the least common set, or highest level of irregularity.

77.

A third set of common denominators is produced by the photocopier.
These machines will enlarge and reduce, usually by whole percentage
points. It is the way people work however that there is a tendency to go
for a round number (50%, 100% etc) or else a common fraction (33%,
67% etc). Paradoxically, these sets can be evidence either tending to
support copying, or the reverse. So, for instance, if three adjacent lines
found on comparing plans all differ from each other by a factor of 25% , the
strong inference would be copying. But if 6 pairs of disconnected lines in
two separate plans (that is, not similarly juxtaposed) were found to have a
length of 2,500mm , 4 other pairs of disconnected lines were 1,750mm long
and one pair 3,333mm, that set of similarities would not arouse suspicion
because lines are so commonly drawn to those lengths. Whether common
denominators either support copying or otherwise will be weighted by the
circumstances.

Mr Pearce's allegations - theory ofprobability applied
78.

Before considering the plans at the level of detail carried out by Mr Wilkey,
applying the principles discussed above, an investigation of the credibility
of Mr Pearce's initial observations will, I think be useful. In his evidence
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to the court I understand that Mr Pearce said he had seen the Kunsthal and
on his case, perceived in it references to his own building.

A cursory

examination of the axonometric drawings of both 25 show the following
similarities:
a.

A rectangular building that reads as being of two storeys externally,
the lower of which appears to be more transparent than the upper,
but which internally carries more storeys.

b.

A wedge-shaped interruption of the cuboid shape.

c.

A vertical cuboid feature that erupts from the flat roof of the
building that is represented as being at least partly transparent. In
the trial, this feature was frequently referred to as a `slab'. My
preference is to call it a hoarding-gantry.

d.

A wide ramp running into the building that ascends from ground
level to embankment level, and which is integral with the wedgeshaped feature of both designs.

e.

A long straight landscape feature that extends away from the
building from the narrow point of the `wedge'.

79.

Without this being a closed set (that is, the number of variables is known
and the differences objectively precise - such as six throws of a die), it is
impossible to make an accurate prediction of any of these features
occurring on two separate buildings by coincidence. Nevertheless, making
an overall estimate of probability will be instructive even if only starting
with an intuitive assessment of the occurrence of each similarity. In each
case, I will make a generous assessment of the probability of the described
features occurring independently on two unrelated building, where the
design choices are not dependent upon copying.

25

Drawings IS: 1001 and IS:2001.
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a.

I would estimate the likelihood of two buildings sharing the
features described in paragraph 78.a independently to be 1 in 80.

b.

For the same assessment ofthe "wedge" in paragraph 78.b, I would
say 1 in 1,000.

c.

For the assessment of the hoarding-gantry in paragraph 78.c, I
would say 1 in 5,000.

d.

For the wide ramp in paragraph 78.d (remembering this is being
assessed as an independent feature) 1 in 20.

e.

For the long straight landscape feature extending away from a
wedge in paragraph 78.e (if the wedge is a given feature of all
buildings) 1 in 500.

The merit of Mr Pearce's case

80.

Although I think my assessment is already generous, for safety I shall
double the assessed frequency. Taken together and based upon these
assumptions, the overall assessment of these 5 features being coincidental
is the product of their separate chance of occurrence, namely (1/40 x 11500
x 1/2500 x 1/10 x 1/250), which is one chance in 125,000,000,000 - much
less likely than winning the lottery jackpot. Or using the fateful illustration:
the chance of dying within the next 13 milliseconds would be greater than
this degree of similarity being reached by pure chance, based upon my
assumptions.

Even if my value judgments as to the probability of

occurrence are wildly inaccurate, of all the shapes and combinations that
could have been chosen and differently arranged, the combination of the
wedge, the hoarding-gantry and the wide ramp, and their juxtaposition,
stretches the concept of different and unrelated provenance incredibly,
although such a probability must be reached subjectively. I bear in mind
that the number of similarities is highly significant. I have not seen the
Kunsthal, but the photographs of the building illustrated in the `Booklet of
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Alleged Similarities' show it to be not much different from the drawing.
In my view, Mr Pearce's original suspicion was (with mathematical
precision) almost certainly correct, and so too was Mr Wilkey's
observation at paragraph 6.2 of his report. In everyday terms, copying is
a certainty.
81.

While there is (at least under our domestic law) no infringement in copying
an idea, there is sufficient similarity in my view to warrant not only Mr
Pearce's instruction of Mr Wilkey but also for Mr Wilkey to expend time
and effort in examination of the detail of the drawings to ascertain whether
or not copying had taken place. I am left in no doubt by comparing the
two drawings illustrated on pages 118 and 119 where the essence of Mr
Pearce's Town Hall is plainly to be seen in the Kunsthal that the concept
of the one design was taken from the other. The factual evidence which I
understand showed that OMA had access to the Pearce design provides the
necessary feasibility to this theory. Mr Wilkey's duty was to examine
instances of similarity - and whether an inference of copying may be drawn
from any similarity found. Whether or not there had been a breach of
copyright in the copying was not a matter for him, but was the ultimate
question for the judge.

Report of Mr Frederick Hill, 10 July 1997.

82.

I am instructed that Mr Hill was asked to write a report for Mr Pearce, but
that the report was not used in the trial before Mr Justice Jacob. From his
report, it appears that it was Mr Hill who prompted Mr Pearce to prepare
the portfolio of coloured overlays.

Mr Hill concludes that there are

sufficient similarities between the two sets of drawings to support Mr
Pearce's claim. His conclusion is empirical and based partly at least on the
evidence of Mr Pearce's overlays. His report would have been more
convincing had he taken the allegations in detail, and had he particularized
his source information that was apart from Mr Pearce's portfolio.
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Court of Appeal judgment
83.

The judgment is that of the Lords Justice Roch, Chadwick and May, and
is dated 21 January 1999. The Court of Appeal considered the Amended
Particulars of Similarity. The issues were in part legal and complex, arising
out of the earlier judgment of Mr Justice Lloyd in the matter.

84.

Part of the case involved a question of adducing additional evidence, and
part of that question was whether to allow Mr Pearce's portfolio of
transparent overlays to be introduced as evidence. The Court said "No",
but nevertheless allowed its admission not as additional evidence, but as
explanation of counsel's submission on behalf Mr Pearce, for which leave
was not needed. Of the portfolio, the Court said:
"It is a useful visual aid to the court's understanding of
the plaintiff's case and it was so used, we are told, at the
meeting on 30 January 1997.... The portfolio is a clear and
helpful forensic aid to the understanding of the plaintiff's
case which has, we are sure, put this court at an advantage
over Lloyd J, who had to struggle with the greater
difficulty of comparing the annotated plans....
"In the present case, the facts alleged by the plaintifffrom
which he invites the court to infer that copies of his plans
were made by the third defendants or an associated
organization in London are on the face of it reasonably
persuasive - we say no more than this - even if Mr
Koolhaas 's evidence is taken into account.... "

85.

Of the case, the Court of Appeal said:
"The essential case is that there are so many examples
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where dimensions and their shapes coincide on drawings
of a different scale that the inference should be drawn that
the defendants used a graphic copy of the plaintiff's plans
as a starting point for their own plans. "
86.

The Court then considered the square, the rectangle, the triangle and other
shapes that Mr Pearce illustrates in his portfolio, and went on:
"A judge at trial may conclude that these and other
similarities alleged by the plaintiff were coincidental. But
we have all reached the clear conclusion, with the aid of
the plaintiff's portfolio, that the plaintiff's allegations of
similarity are not so fanciful that his claim as a whole
should be regarded as speculative. The allegations are
amendable, in our view, to opinion evidence. But we think
that expert evidence may be admissible in this case, for
instance, to explain the plans; to point out similarities and
dissimilarities;

to explain how architects proceed

conceptually and how they produce their plans and
drawings; and to explain generally what factors bear upon
the shapes and dimensions of buildings such as these....
The plaintiff has, we thinly pleaded a case of similarity
which, with his evidence about access to his drawings,
might be sufficient for an inference of graphic copying.
Our present decision is, and only is, that the defendants do
not establish that the plaintiff's claim in this respect is
bound to fail.
"In reaching this conclusion, we take fully into account all
the matters urged upon us by [counsel] on behalf of the
defendants, many of which have considerable force. The
elements relied upon are not in precisely the same place in
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each of the sets of drawings.

you have to move the

transparencies around to demonstrate the dimensions and
shapes which are said to coincide. The elements do not
have the same functional use. Some of the comparisons
are in quite different parts of the building.

We are

prepared to accept that some of the pleaded comparisons,
taken alone, may merit the adjective "preposterous " given
to them by the judge.

The dimensions may not, upon

detailed examination, be precisely the same. Some of the
dimensions may require points to be taken which are not
points which have any meaning on the drawings.

The

alleged similarity of the triangular elements is plainly
amenable to criticism and so forth. Yet, for all this, we
consider that there are sufficient basic coincidences of
shapes, and a sufficient accumulation ofother dimensional
coincidence, such that this is a case which ought not to be
struck out without full consideration of oral evidence,
including expert opinion. "
87.

It is clear from the judgment that the Court of Appeal felt that it had
considerable advantage over the court of first instance in having access to
Mr Pearce's portfolio. It was clear also that the Court had no wish to prejudge the issues that might be brought for trial. But from the long passage
(much of which I have omitted) that describes the similarities it is at least
clear that the presence of those alleged similarities was clear. The Court
was able to address those similarities with confidence and unanimity even
if it was unwilling to determine them and so deprive a lower court of its
proper function.

88.

It is therefore surprising, and on this evidence inexplicable, to find that Mr
Justice Jacob, who had all the materials to hand that had been submitted to
the Court of Appeal, could describe Mr Pearce's evidence as "absurd",
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"the product of a fevered imagination", "farcical" and "bizarre", and that
in part "it requires the eye of fundamentalist faith".

Revisiting the Mr Justice Jacob's conclusions.
89.

I now turn to the particulars of the two designs. In order to deal
comprehensively with the matters relevant to the PCC, I shall examine the
points of criticism made by Mr Justice Jacob in his judgment, review the
experts' opinions where they are relevant, and the judge's opinions and
findings, and then give my own considered opinion.

90.

Judgment, paragraph 38.

"Mr Wilkey .... suggested that the spiral

circulation of the Kunsthal is a post copying rationalisation. I found that
.... fantastic".
a.

Mr Hill and de Professor Dijkstra did not address this. Mr Wilkey
mentions it at paragraph 1.8 of his Supplementary Report of
August 2001, commenting on the factual evidence of Mr Hoshino.
He said:
"A further `element of design' referred to by him (at
Exhibit `FH1' ) is the spiral circulation. This, in my view,
is a new element that has been introduced by him as an
influence in the design.

The spiral circulation is not

identified in either (bundles 1547 & 1549) the design
sketches or in (bundle 1744) his scheme produced at
December 1988. I have reviewed the defendant's disclosed
sketches specifically to identify any reference to a "spiral
circulation", and could find none.
"1.9. I do not consider that Mr Hoshino has convincingly
explained the design development of the Kunsthal, since he
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has

neither identified nor explained the design

development from the drawings disclosed by the
defendants. "
b.

I am instructed that in cross-examination Mr Hoshino accepted that
there was no reference in the documents to spiral circulation 26 . I
further understand that in his statement, Mr Hoshino said:
"I refer to the exhibit marked `FH1 '. I prepared those
diagrams in November 2000.

These illustrate the key

initial steps of the Kunsthal and are my best attempt to
explain the design development process. "
c.

This seems to me to be a matter of fact and not for my opinion, for
I cannot comment of the veracity or otherwise of Mr Hoshino's
evidence. But for what it is worth "post copying rationalisation"
appears to me to describe Mr Hoshino's exercise well. It does not
seem to me that Mr Wilkey's words are either incorrect or even
pejorative; but then neither do I feel that the exercise that Mr
Hoshino did merited criticism, for he may well have thought the
circulation through along those lines at the time and then recorded
his thoughts on paper later. If, as I understand from Mr Wilkey's
27
Representations , Mr Hoshino accepted under examination that

there was no reference in the documents to spiral circulation then
I draw the conclusion that Mr Wilkey was correct. I do not
understand therefore why the use of the words "post-copying
rationalisation" should attract any criticism of Mr Wilkey from the
judge.
91.

Judgment, paragraph 40. "Mr Wilkey was not prepared to rely upon all

26

Hoshino XX 514/21-25

27

Representations of Mr Michael Wilkey, 7 December 2001, paragraph 33.
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52 [similarities pleaded] - though why he abandoned some and retained
others never made any sense
a.

"

Again, this seems hardly a matter for my expert opinion. For Mr
Wilkey was not asked to give evidence on the allegations that were
dropped.

This was a matter between him and his client and

irrelevant to the matters that the judge was required to decide. I
understand from paragraph 18 of Mr Wilkey's Representations
made to the Mr Justice Jacob that he informed Mr Pearce's legal
advisers that he could not support some of the alleged similarities
that had earlier been supported by Mr Hill.
b.

If Mr Wilkey could not support allegations then he acted correctly
in referring them back to his client. To do otherwise would incur
a waste of the Court's time. In the circumstances the inescapable
conclusion is that Mr Justice Jacob blamed Mr Wilkey for advising
his client not to pursue those parts of his case that he could not
support. That is to criticize Mr Wilkey for complying with Rule
35.1 of the Civil Procedure Rules". If anything, Mr Wilkey's
advice should have attracted the judge's approval rather than
opprobrium. In any event neither the judge nor counsel inquired
why he did not support some of the alleged similarities, and it is
therefore unfair to criticize him for remaining silent.

It is

particularly so, given that Mr Wilkey did not prepare the list or
Particulars of Similarity. These came from counsel whom I am
instructed had relied upon the advice of Mr Pearce and Mr Hill.
These particular allegations were never, I am instructed, derived
from Mr Wilkey. I do not therefore see that it can be remotely
inferred that by telling Mr Pearce's legal advisers what he did, Mr
Wilkey was either vacillating or being capricious. In my view the
28

See page 85.
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judge was incorrect to say that Mr Wilkey "abandoned" any
allegation; he merely said - very properly in my opinion - that there
were some that he could not support.
92.

Judgment, paragraph 41. "I have little to add about [the pedestal and the
slab] - they are obviously vastly different
a.

".

It is a trite observation that if something is "vastly different", it
does not discount the possibility of there being similarities as well;
but Mr Justice Jacob appears not to have considered this in
reaching his decision. In deciding whether or not an allegation of
breach of copyright should succeed or not, there are several aspects
that must be taken into account. Included among the important
aspects are whether any copying that has been done is derivative,
whether there is an objective similarity or merely a collateral
relationship, whether the copied work is itself original, whether any
substantial part has been copied, whether the copying is classified
as `altered copying', and questions of fact and degree. The issue
of whether something is "vastly different" is opposite to the
approach that needs to be made in order to prove or dismiss an
allegation of copying, although the information of differences may
assist in that process. The judge appears to have been overly
influenced by the differences, not the similarities. Dissimilarities
can prove nothing by themselves; the necessary and indeed the
usual process is either to countenance or to dismiss the alleged
similarities. In this regard the Court of Appeal in this very case of
Pearce quoted Copinger and Skone James. It said:
"It is not usually possible to allege copying other than as
a deduction by inference from all the surrounding
circumstances.

In Copinger and Skone James on

Copyright, 13th ed. (1991) p.168, para 8-13 it is said:
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` The proper test, in all these cases, probably involves four
propositions: (1) in order to constitute reproduction within
f
the meaning of the Act there must be (a) a suf icient

degree of objective similarity between the two works, and
(b) some causal connection .... (3) Where there is
substantial degree of objective similarity this, of itself, will
afford prima facie evidence to show that there is a causal
connection between the plaintiff's and the defendant's
work; at least it is a circumstance from which the inference
may be drawn. (4) The fact that the defendant denies that
he consciously copied affords some evidence to rebut the
inference of causal connection arising from the objective
similarity, but is in no way conclusive. Thus if there is a
sufficient similarity in the plaintiff's work and the
defendant's, and the defendant has had an opportunity to
copy the plaintiff's work directly or indirectly, this will
establish a prima facie case of copying which the
defendant has to answer. "
b.

In addition, I have already set out the Court of Appeal's
observations that this case would be amenable to expert evidence
"to explain the plans; to point out similarities and
dissimilarities;

to explain how architects proceed

conceptually and how they produce their plans and
drawings; and to explain generally whatfactors bear upon
the shapes and dimensions of buildings such as these ".
However, in the light of this judgment Mr Wilkey was not
instructed so comprehensively as might have been expected. In
particular he was not instructed to give his opinion on
dissimilarities such as these.

He nevertheless gratuitously
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commented that there were dissimilarities, but he did not analyse
them.

c.

An expert is bound to follow his instructions, which will include his
overriding duty to the court.

He must give evidence of the

objective approach to his instructions and in doing so he will
doubtless display an ethical demeanour.

However it is not

incumbent upon him to analyse matters that are not included in his
instructions. To do that runs the risk of acting disproportionately
which would be particularly irresponsible in a case that was being
supported by public funds.
d.

Concerning "the pedestal and the slab", I refer to the drawings
shown reduced on pages 118 and 119. The terminology "pedestal
and slab" refers to the cuboids of the buildings as they are drawn,
and the cuboids of the hoarding-gantries above. Although the ideas
are similar and, as I have demonstrated at paragraph 80 above, the
one design is almost certain to have been copied from the other, the
similarity does not extend beyond the concept and general
arrangements. There is no precise relationship between the two
that reveals intimate copying - although there is what I would
describe as a close correlation. Mr Wilkey refers only to "general
overall similarities" in his report. I agree with him; if the difference
is to be described as "vast", which is not a word that I would use
in this context, it does not remove the presence of objective
similarity.

e.

As to the buildings being "located on the intersection of two
29

axes" ; I do not think that this allegation can be relevant because

29

Re-Amended Particulars of Similarity - paragraph 1(b).
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the axes relate to site conditions which are a given feature, not
created by the design. The rising ramp, when taken in combination
with the other features that I have described above at paragraph 78,
is also most likely to have been plagiarized; not because a rising
ramp is unique (although it is unusual), but because of it being
present in both designs alongside the several other independent but
similarly unusual shared features already described.
f.

The claimant's plan (that is, his drawing) is alleged to have the
same elements of a square area, a triangular area and a rectangular
area". Here there is a difference. Whereas the Docklands Town
Hall is a rectangular building, the Kunsthal, at least at its higher
levels, is square (within measurable tolerances).

Within the

confines of the Docklands building however, as I shall next
describe, the alleged features are discernable although not so
accurately defined, and these have been illustrated in the various
overlays that I have seen.
g.

Taking the square first. In the Pearce design31 this represents a
built-sized square (measured externally) of 45.25m x 45.85m.
Within the tolerance for inaccuracy that I have discussed at
paragraph 74 above, the 1.3% inequality of side length may be the
result of copying distortions.

As drawn, the side lengths are

18.13cm and 18.37cm.
h.

32

With the Kunsthal , the allegation is not that the square is
represented over the whole building (which happens to be square)
but is a square found within the plan of the building that is occupied

30

Re Amended Particulars of Similarity - paragraph 2.

31

Pearce drawing IS: 1003.

32

OMA drawing IS:2008.
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by the Vide Expositiehal 1 on Nivo +1 .

i.

This is the square that Mr Pearce has illustrated at `A' in his book
of transparent overlays. It has a built size of 36.6m x 37.4m and a
drawn dimension of 18.3 x 18.7cm. The immediate correlation
here is in the drawn dimensions: Pearce 18.4 x 18.2cm and OMA
18.3 x 18.7cm. ±3% of the mean value of 18.4 gives the range
17.85 - 18.95. For the purpose of analysis on the assumptions I
have made, this correlation is therefore significant.

J

.

As to the triangle, this has an acute angle in the Pearce design of
17°, while that in the OMA design is 15.5°. This is outside the
notional copying tolerances and I shall therefore take no account
of it beyond the general observation concerning the plagiarism of
the idea mentioned above. Nevertheless, bearing in mind the
conclusion that I have reached from a general observation of the
building's features, this in my view must be categorized as a
correlation, if not close.

k.

In both designs, the rectangle in question is found on the other side
of the `wedge'. In both sets of drawings, the relationship of the
rectangles with the `wedges' and the squares has similarities that I
shall discuss presently. Taking the shapes independently, that in the
Pearce design has a built size of 19.6m x 45.5m and a drawn size
of 7.8 x 18.2cm 34 . The OMA rectangle" has a built size of 17.1m
x 37.1m and a drawn size of 8.55 x 18.55 cm. ±3% of the mean of
the shorter lengths gives the range 7.93 - 8.42cm, while for the
longer lengths the range is 17.82 - 18.93cm. Overall, there is a

33

OMA drawing IS:2008.

34

Pearce drawing IS: 1003.

35

OMA drawing IS:2008.
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correlation but the significance is only in the longer dimension.
However, a rectangle is more irregular than a square (see
paragraph ? above) and similarities achieved by chance are greatly
diminished if there is mere correlation in both sides. This because
the length of the sides is set independently and the chance of
similarity is calculated taking the product of chance of both sides.
Thus a match in a rectangle is much more significant than a match
in a square.
1.

Turning now to the juxtaposition of the square, the triangle and the
rectangle. That they are drawn in same order (rectangle - wedge square) in relation to the embankment, if random, would
mathematically be one chance in six. But that they even have a
slight size correlation in the circumstances produces the same
calculation that at paragraph 80 above reaches a conclusion of
probability of chance being extremely unlikely.

M.

Aspects of dissimilarity are irrelevant to this analysis except where
the dissimilarity is evidence against and directly related to an
allegation of similarity. A dissimilarity that is unrelated to any
allegation of similarity has scant relevance.

Neither is altered

copying a satisfactory defence. In 1874 Hall V-C said:"
"The true principle in all these cases is that the
defendant is not at liberty to use or avail himself of
the labour which the plaintiff has been at for the
purpose of producing his work; that is.... merely to
take away the result of another man's labour or, in
other words, his property".
n.
36

In my view, using mathematical precision it is almost certain that

Hoog v. Scott (1874) LR 18 Eq 444 at 458.
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this has been done in the creation of the drawings of the "pedestal
and the slab" of the Kunsthal.
93.

Judgment, paragraph 41. "... I should mention two further points which

serve to demonstrate Mr Wilkey's unbalanced attitude. First it seemed to
be his expert opinion that any "slab" on any pedestal would be an indication
of copying. I say this because of what he said about model A. During the
course of the design process Mr Hoshino made a series of 9 models called
A - I. Model A was the first. It was for a 60m square set away from the
dyke. In the centre of the square was a large cube which would go up and
down. When up it would project out of the square. Mr Wilkey said that
projection - as it appears on model A - was an indication of copying. If
that were so, any block, on any pedestal would, to him, but to no impartial
observer, serve as such an indication
a.

".
17

Mr Wilkey was cross-examined on this matter . After agreeing
that the "atrium square, pedestal form and multi level tower feature
and shape of the building" were relied upon as elements of copying,
Mr Waugh the counsel for the defendants asked: "So in fact you
are saying that copying came into this affair preceding model A?"
To which Mr Wilkey replied with a question: "When was model A
produced[?]". There follows a passage which by any description
(including the judge's interventions), can only be described as being
confused.

In all the passage extends to some 23 pages of

evidence38 . In that section of cross-examination the words of
counsel occupy 279 lines; those of Mr Wilkey occupy 168 lines.
But Mr Justice Jacob's personal examination occupies 112 lines.
b.

It is well understood that tribunals (I am an experienced arbitrator)

37

Wilkey XX 255/2

38

To Wilkey XX 278/24.
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must take care with their interventions. In 1945 Lord Green said:

39

"A judge who observes the demeanour of the witnesses
while they are being examined by counsel has from his
detached position a much more favourable opportunity of
forming a just appreciation than a judge who himself
conducts the examination. If he takes the latter course he,
so to spear descends into the arena and is liable to have
his vision clouded by the dust of the conflict.
Unconsciously he deprives himself of the advantage of
calm and dispassionate observation. It is further to be
remarked, as everyone who has had experience of these
matters knows, that the demeanour of the witness is apt to
be very different when he is being questioned by the judge
to what it is when he is being questioned by counsel,
particularly when the judge's examination is, as it was in
this case, prolonged and covers practically the whole of
the crucial matters which are in issue. "
c.

In my experience, the frequency of Mr Justice Jacob's questions
was unusually high and the nature of his interventions increasingly
harassing and pejorative. Below I set out a passage that in my view
led to a particularly sudden and unsettling intervention. The
culminating question that would in my view deeply unsettle any
expert witness, coming as it did from the judge.
MR JUSTICE JACOB:.... Let us press on.
MR WAUGH: What we have is this sliding up and down
robot. Do you see that?

39

Yuill v. Yuill [1945] All ER 183 at page 189.
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A.

Yes.

Q.

That was the idea. We have a development of that

on the next page.
MR JUSTICE JACOB: It is a big box that went up and
down; is that right?
MR WAUGH: As you agreed with model A, one still has
a similar square feature - do you see - and you refer to
this as the atrium feature.

You say that this is an

indication which shows that this set was probably copied
from Mr Pearce's plans; yes?
A.

The idea of the atrium; yes.

MR JUSTICE JACOB: The idea of this box thing in the
middle going up and down?
A.

It is a hole in the building idea. It was used for a

different purpose in the documents.
Q.

[Judge] That, you say, is derived from Mr Pearce's

idea of having a big office block at one end of the building
floating on columns?
A.

And a hole with a pool at the bottom of the other

end.
Q.

[Judge] Mr Wilkey, do you understand that in this

case, as in all cases, when expert witnesses give evidence,
their reputation is at stake as well as the case?
A.
d.

Yes,

It is clear to me that Mr Justice Jacob had here confused the
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`robot' with the `slab', or else perceived in the cross-examination
that this is what Mr Wilkey was referring to. In fact, Mr Wilkey
was referring not to the `slab' but to the `open courtyard' shown
on Mr Pearce's design. The judge's criticism was thus entirely
misplaced. He had no grounds to formulate the criticism of Mr
Wilkey that he was demonstrating a biased attitude: Mr Wilkey
merely said, by agreement in cross-examination, that "a hole in the
middle of the building, with an atrium element, is an indication ....
not suggesting any graphical copying .... [was] the broadest based,
concept based allegation [of similarity]"41
e.

In any event, this was not a pleaded allegation. Counsel should not
have used the word `allegation' in this connection. The judge or
claimant's counsel should have corrected the defendants' counsel
42
when he said to Mr Wilkey: "You made the allegation at 4.3" ,
although Mr Wilkey can be forgiven for not correcting him, bearing
in mind the judge's minatory behaviour towards him.

Expert

witnesses have opinions, they do not make allegations.
f.

On reading the transcript carefully, it seems to me that Mr Wilkey
(acting as an expert witness) behaved entirely properly throughout
the passage. He was asked a question about a matter that was not
pleaded. It was his duty to answer the question nevertheless, and
he did so. He gave his opinion on a similarity. That was what he
was in court to do. This is precisely the task that Lord Justice
Sebag Shaw said it was incumbent of an expert to do. He said:
.... he must be an advocate for the opinion he

.................................................................................................................................................
40

Pearce drawing IS:1003, area numbered `24'.

41

Wilkey XX 260/6-14.

42

Wilkey XX 260/16.
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expresses about a matter which may have a
bearing on the ultimate outcome of the trial.
g.

It seems to me that Mr Justice Jacob was inappropriately criticisi ng
him for just that. But worse was to follow. Another extraordinary
event came a little later at the conclusion of this particular section
of cross-examination43 :
MR WAUGH: So it must have been copied?
A:

There is an inference of copying, yes.

Q.

Again, not graphic copying, just of these original

arrangements?
A.

Correct.

MR JUSTICE JACOB: Mr Koolhaas could not have got there, to
page 916, without knowing all about Mr Pearce's drawing, KM6.
Is that right?
A.

Well, he has been influenced by it, yes.

MR WAUGH: Are you able to reflect on the nature of the
allegation, as you give your evidence?
A.

Yes.

Q.

It just seems incredulous that the inference you want us to

draw can be drawn. Please think very carefully?

43

A.

Yes.

Q.

You say, you go on in -

Wilkey XX 277/22 - 278/16.
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MR JUSTICE JACOB: I will rise for five minutes while the
witness considers very carefully.
h.

(Short adjournment)

I understand from Mr Wilkey that the judge then retired. Mr
Wilkey was then left standing in the witness box under the gaze of
all the parties present and their counsel for some minutes.

i.

As to Ms Clark's cross-examination of de Professor Dijkstra, it is
interesting that far be it that the judge augmented the crossexamination, almost immediately he started answering the questions
for the witness. For instance44 :
MS CLARK: So far as you recall, were you provided with any
other design documents relating to the Kunsthal?
MR JUSTICE JACOB: There is a list of all the things that he was
given at the end of his report.
MS CLARK: Thank you, my Lord. It is not clear whether all of
these documents were given to him.
MR JUSTICE JACOB: Ask him. This is what he says he got.
MS CLARK: Mr Dijkstra, were you given all the documents
relating to the design?
MR JUSTICE JACOB: He cannot answer that question. He can
only tell you what he got. He has told you what he has got. He
has got Mr Pearce with the exhibits and thee affidavits; Mr
Hoshino with his exhibit and Mr Koolhaas 's witness statement
omitting exhibits. Unless you want to challenge him and say that
that was wrong, maybe you do, but that is what he says he had got,
otherwise you are asking him on this which he has which he says

44

Dijkstra XX 553/15
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he got.

And then a little later, 45 where it appears that counsel for the
claimant was about to tackle the circumstances of altered copying.
The judge intervened with a question that is entirely tangential:
MS CLARK: What I am asking you, Prof Dijkstra, are you saying
that in order for Mr Pearce to prove copying, does he really have
to show an exact MR JUSTICE JACOB: What he has got to do is to satisfy me there
has been copying. All this witness is doing is he is saying "Look,
I can see these discrepancies and as far as I can see at the moment
none of this copying process is terribly accurate and therefore any
identity of measurement you rely upon will not do. They may be
identical but they may equally be the result of the copying process.
All you can say is they are roughly the same length. "
MS CLARK: I will not spend any more time on it.
MR JUSTICE JACOB: It is self-evident. It is pure logic. Once
you recognize the photocopying process changes dimensions
somewhat, then MS CLARK: My point which 1' am trying to make is that MR JUSTICE JACOB: - then the whole of your case, which is
that there was a photocopy made at the very beginning and used,
your case has to be something more general than absolute identity
of length. It has to be.

45

Dijkstra XX 585/10
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MS CLARK: Absolute identity millimetre for millimetre, yes 1'
accept that.
MR JUSTICE JACOB: The photocopying makes things closer or
further away.
k.

And later, where there is another intervention from the judge
which interrupts counsel's line of cross-examination entirely:
MS CLARK: If you can, for a moment, disregard the architectural
functions of the elements which Mr Pearce relies on in this plan,
do you agree that there are striking similarities between the way
the dimensions of the lines are arranged on the plan?
PROF DIJKSTRA: The dimensions of the lines? I do not see any
relevance there. Maybe you would give me an example. I did not
find any relevant similarity in the sense that it has an architectural
meaning. We are talking about architecture.
MS CLARK: What 1 am saying is that ifyou look at the plans and
put out of your mind at the moment what the architectural
meaning of the elements are, can you see a striking similarity in
the geometrical form?
MR JUSTICE JACOB: What do you mean by "striking
similarity ", forgetting that it is architecture? How can he do that.
If he is forgetting it is architecture, he ceases to be an expert and
it becomes a matter for me.
MS CLARK: I am just asking him to consider the plans as
graphical works?
PROF DIJKSTRA: What you could say is that there are horizontal

46

Dijkstra XX 592/16.
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lines and there are vertical lines and there are perpendicular lines.
That is what you can see.
MR JUSTICE JACOB: Some lines are the same length and lots of
them are not.
PROF DIJKSTRA: Maybe if you have a lot of fantasy, you could
imagine that there has been copying, but I do not think that
fantasy is enough to prove copying.
l.

The impression that I am given of these three exchanges is firstly
that the judge had a fixed view of the casse from the outset;
secondly, and possibly as a result, he assisted the defendants'
expert and thirdly, he intervened at key moments during the course
of Mr Pearce's counsel's cross-examination and in consequence
assisted the defendant's expert.

94.

Judgment, paragraph 41. ".... Secondly, there is [Mr Wilkey's] attitude
to the "AMC" drawings. These were the design drawings for the Kunsthal
which appeared in a magazine in 1989. By then the design was virtually
completed though in the event some minor features were different in the
ultimate building. One of these features related to the `slab'. The AMC
drawings show two block sections protruding through the roof, one where
the actual block turned out to be and the other in a corner. Mr Wilkey
characterized this as a `mistake'. But he failed to draw a much more
important inference; namely that the designers had put in two blocks and
so could not be copying Mr Pearce's block or even the idea of it. (Actually,
there was no `mistake'. The corner block was for the lift gear for a second
lift which, in the event, was omitted.)"
a.

Here again is the mistaken premise that a difference - the presence
of two blocks rather than one - can be taken to counter an
allegation of similarity. Mr Wilkey's view was that "there [was] a
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higher number of coincidences than would be expected from mere
coincidence"'. He was entitled to this view, and entitled to present
it in evidence despite the dissimilarities. He should not have been
criticised for doing so. In my view, he was correct to do so and the
judge was incorrect in his assertion.
b.

The extract from AMC magazine that I have seen 48

shows

photographs of two different models for the Kunsthal (pages 30
and 32), elevations (page 31) a landscape drawing, with various
plans and sections, and a worm's-eye axonometric (pages 32 and
33). It is only on the section drawings and the axonometric that a
second tower is shown. It is not shown on the plans or the models.
Mr Wilkey was correct to say that a mistake had been made, for the
materials do not match. Mr Wilkey explained this to the judge in
his Representations, and I agree with him.
95.

Judgment, paragraph

45. "The Court of Appeal expressly indicated that

expert evidence as to how architects think conceptually might assist. Even
so, none was forthcoming from Mr Wilkey."
a.

I refer to the section in this report concerning the Court of Appeal
judgment on page 34 above.

b.

Mr Wilkey was not instructed by his client to give an account of
how architects proceed conceptually, and neither was he asked to
provide an account of this by the Court. It is in any event, an
impossible question to answer. If I were to have been asked it, I
would not have felt able to answered it directly, for every artist
approaches his or her work differently. It is a question that can be

answered only at the most prosaic level.
................................................................................................................................................
47

Representations of Mr Michael Wilkey - 7/12/2002 - paragraph 39.

48

AMC No 4, September 1989.
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c.

In his Representations Mr Wilkey drew the judge's attention to
paragraph 3.0 of his report, which he titled `Design Process'. In
that section, rather than speculate, Mr Wilkey attempted a
chronology of the development of Mr Pearce's design. He said
that he had seen no explanation of the development of the design
of the Kunsthal.

d.

I have read Mr Hoshino's witness statement. If an account of his
approach is to be gleaned from it, it appears that it had very little
to do with functionality.

Mr Hoshino says the process was

"iterative", which I understand to mean "characterized by
repeating". He made a sketch, made a model and copied it over
and over until he had it right. Copying has to be an integral part of
this process if the earlier effort is not to be lost. Mr Hoshino also
said that he worked up his design at 1:500 scale, only drawing up
to 1:200 scale after all the internal elements had been designed.
e.

Contrary to any conventional approach (such as, for instance, the
much vaunted "form follows function"), this seems to be more like
the creation of maquettes for a sculpture or `installation'. This is
not a usual process in an architect's office, but one which would
doubtless achieve a striking product if not an efficient one. In the
article exhibited to de Professor Dijkstra's report by Andrew
49
MacNair , MacNair said:

"The Kunsthal fulfils the dictum that Robert Rauschenburg
and I discussed in New York shortly before he died. I
asked him at the opening of his copper plate silk screens
at the Knoeldler Gallery, "What constitutes the success of
a work of art?" He said, "I don't know. " I said, "Take

49

Dijkstra Exhibit "TD4"; article dated 9 February 1994.
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the object, cut it in half, turn it inside out and/or upside
down, paint it piny and put it on wheels.
"Rauschenburg smiled, leaned over and whispered ...
"and spin!"
f

This process does not necessarily start with an original work, and
indeed it is perhaps indicative that a large portion of
Rauschenburg's métier is to take the work of others and layer over
it with his own. It may be conjectured that as de Heer Koolhaas
chose to exhibit this magazine article with his report, he supports
this particular interpretation of art.

g.

Mr Hoshino's "iterative" approach is not typical; but I suspect
OMA is not a typical office. If art is now seen by some as making
a virtue of chaos, then OMA may be classified among the world's
leaders. But even such a deconstructivist approach needs to start
somewhere, and Mr Hoshino's explanation does not exclude the
possibility that the starting point was Mr Pearce's design.

h.

Mr Hoshino's exhibit FH1 was prepared for the purpose of the trial
and was not part of the "iteration", for it shows all the steps
simultaneously. I have also noted that Mr Hoshino also said that
he did not see any drawing of the Dockland Town Hall project
before Mr Pearce started legal proceedings in 1996, although
Exhibit RLK23 that is attached to the second witness statement of
de Heer Koolhaas50 contains a photograph of the model for the
Docklands Town Hall scheme of Gareth Pearce, with thumbnail
reproductions of plan, elevation and section. The entry is marked
1987. (De Heer Koolhaas did not say in his statement when this
material came into his possession.)

50

Second Witness Statement of Remment Lucas Koolhaas, 18 May 2001 - paragraph 14.
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i.

It appears to me that if greater heed had been taken of factual
information, there would have been less concern to have had this
"conceptual analysis", which in any event de Professor Dijkstra was
better placed to provide, in respect of OMA, than Mr Wilkey. Mr
Wilkey was not instructed to address this point and neither was he
examined upon it.

96.

Judgment, paragraph 44. "It is sufficient to observe that what the Court
of Appeal was presented with, namely a near exact fit of overlays, gives a
false impression".
a.

The overlays that Mr Pearce produced to the Court of Appeal are
easily recognizable as having large areas coloured purple for
comparative purposes. This was the portfolio that I was shown by
my colleagues in Hyett Salisbury Whiteley that I have referred to
at paragraph 2 above. Although it was useful to me and to the
Court of Appeal in assessing whether copying might have taken
place, the better assessment of similarity is to be made by
comparing drawings that are as close to the originals as possible.

b.

Having examined the full-sized prints that I assume are taken from
original drawings, I have concluded that the similarities are almost
certainly derived from copying. Mr Wilkey did not confine his
examination to Mr Pearce's transparent overlays. Correctly, he too
looked at all the drawings.

97.

Judgment, paragraph 45.

"The next level of generality is in two

dimensions only. It thus ignores the essentially three-dimensional nature
of the Kunsthal

No-one ever explained how this 2D process could begin

to lead to the complex ramp structure of the Kunsthal. The Court of
Appeal expressly indicated that expert evidence as to how architects think
conceptually might assist.

Even so, none was forthcoming from Mr
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Wilkey."
a.

There are two relevant matters here that concern Mr Wilkey's
evidence. First, as I have described above at paragraph 49, by a
Consent Order the issues in dispute were restricted to the drawings
alone. The judge appears to have overlooked this for here as
elsewhere in his judgment he is concerned with the physical
building of the Kunsthal. He should not have done so, for the
Kunsthal building was irrelevant.

b.

Secondly, on careful reading of this paragraph, it appears that the
judge was admitting that he could not read the drawings. I have
some sympathy with him, for the drawings of both Mr Pearce and
OMA are very difficult to interpret; in parts both sets are illegible.
But the allegations are of plagiarism of the graphic work, and
interpretation of the drawings as representations of threedimensional objects is therefore irrelevant.

c.

It should be an easy thing for a tribunal to say to an expert witness:
"I am sorry, but I have not understood you; would you please
explainT'. It is this just the kind of humility which Lord Justice
Sebag Shaw commended in his paper: The Law and the Expert
Witness". He said he thought this was becoming more prevalent.
If Mr Justice Jacob had wished Mr Wilkey to explain the drawings
to him so that he could better understand them, then he should have
asked for an explanation when he had the opportunity to do so. It
was not incumbent on Mr Wilkey to ask the judge whether or not
he had understood his evidence.

98.

Judgment, paragraph 46. "Actually all these shapes are mere arbitrary
constructs as far as the Kunsthal is concerned

51

So, by taking some

See Appendix F, page 114.
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arbitrary points in the Kunsthal one can arrive at a similar rectangle, even
though architecturally there is no rectangle. The point seems even more
farcical when one considers that the dimension is the plan dimension of
what in the Kunsthal is really a raked area. I never remotely received an
answer as to how the supposed copying would assist in the design of the
Kunsthal. "
a.

Although Mr Wilkey was asked by the judge how copying might
have been effected, 52 a question which he answered fully, the judge
did not ask Mr Wilkey the question as to how the supposed
copying would have assisted in the design of the Kunsthal. Had he
done so, then perhaps he might have received a satisfactory answer
either from Mr Wilkey or from de Professor Dijkstra, whom I
should have thought was easily as well placed to provide him with
an answer.

b.

In my view the judge was incorrect to conclude that the shapes had
been assembled `arbitrarily' in the Kunsthal. First, there is the
combination of the major elements that I have described above
starting at paragraph 78 that by itself and without resort to
subjective comparison reduces the probability of coincidence
effectively to zero. That premise is supported by the intuitive
approach which is usually employed by experts, and which
indicated (in my opinion accurately) to Mr Wilkey that the
incidence of similarity was so frequent that copying was to be
inferred. Secondly there are a plethora of less obvious similarities
that comprised the remainder of the list of 52 that was originally
compiled as the basis of the claim

c.

52

am instructed that the Report of Mr Frederick Hill was exhibited

Wilkey XX 288/6 and 315/7.
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at Mr Pearce's second witness statement and hence was available
to the Court. Mr Hill reached the conclusion, by inference, that
there had been plagiarization. He said":
"26/30.

All of these claims of coincidence can be

substantiated by comparison of the overlays in the
portfolio. It is accepted that the functions of the various
rooms are as different as might be expected with two
buildings as dissimilar as a town hall and a cultural centre
largely composed of exhibition halls. The Plaintiff's claim
arises from the fact that walls, partitions and other
elements do in fact coincide in so many ways that copying
is the only rational conclusion. "
and:
"..,. there are sufficient similarities between the two sets of
drawings of the Docklands Townhall and the Rotterdam
Kunsthal to support Mr Pearce's claim that copying has
occurred

The functions and identities of the various

rooms and elements are immaterial to Mr Pearce's claim.
Furthermore the similarities between the two sets of plans
is remarkable when they have two different scales, and this
strongly reinforce 's Mr Pearce's claim of copying".
d.

De Professor Dijkstra was silent on this question. But this is not
surprising, for at paragraph 6 of his first Report 55 , he sets out as his

---------------------------53

3 April 1998, Exhibit GP7.
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Report, Frederick Hill, 10 July 1997.

55

First Expert Report of Tjeerd D~kstra (Architectural Design), 8 May 2001.
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task an incorrect statement of the law 56 . He said:
"1't must be stated at the outset that a sheer resemblance
between buildings cannot lead to the conclusion of
copying. Like in all arts, architects are inspired by the
ideas and achievements of previous generations and use
earlier compository schemes in their own designs.
Studying the work of older masters and using their ideas is
normal practice in the education of young professionals.
This means that an allegation of copying should not rest
on similarities in overall composition or incidental use of
materials of construction, but must in my view be proved
by a precise comparison of the designs concerned, in all
their dimensions and aspects. "
This is far removed from the true test for infringement that was
expounded by the Vice-Chancellor Hall, which I have set out on
page 45 above.
e.

De Professor Dijkstra and the judge appear to have been influenced
strongly by the functionality of the buildings.

But in the

circumstances where the allegation is of infringement by graphical
reproduction, this is an irrelevant consideration. The professor,
having discounted the transparent overlays produced by Mr Pearce,
makes a comparison between Mr Pearce's original plans (I think he
must mean paper prints to the same scale as the originals, not the
originals) and the "Mylar" (polyester film) copies of the OMA
scheme. If Mr Hoshino's "iterative" approach to design at 1:500
scale is accepted as being the way Mr Hoshino worked, then it is

56

It is my understanding that the differences between Dutch Law and our own on this
matter have no significance, for both are subject to and compatible with the Berne
Convention.
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hardly surprising that the professor found no precise congruity; I
would not expect to find it. Further, it may be - I do not know that Mr Hoshino worked free-hand in the early stages, perhaps with
a soft pencil. Perhaps he took a print, cut it up, pushed the pieces
around and pasted them together again - there is no telling. What
is clear is that De Professor Dijkstra's flawed approach was
accepted by the judge contrary to the decided law, a decision that
led inexorably to an incorrect decision. It is not necessary for there
to be "a precise comparison of the designs concerned, in all their
dimensions and aspects" for there to be an infringement of
copyright .
f

The `raked area' referred to by the judge is barely recognisable in
the OMA plans as being raked, as the architect eschews all the
usual drawing conventions which would allow the change in levels
to be read. But even if the conventions were employed, they would
serve no purpose in a comparison of graphical representations,
where a line is a line, a square is a square, a triangle is a triangle
and a rectangle is a rectangle. Whether or not these devices were,
say, used to describe the perimeter of a room is irrelevant in the
circumstances.

g.

It follows that there is nothing whatever that is `farcical' in Mr
Wilkey's observation, for instance, that the "The Docklands
balcony is exactly the same in length and depth as the Kunsthal
stairs and its relationship to the other parts of the building in that
it is located at the same position and same face as the square
(A-A). Both are external to the square" 57 . The judge in my
opinion simply got it wrong.

57

Wilkey Report, 12 June 2001, paragraph 5.25.
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99.

Judgment, paragraph 47. As for the triangle .... again it requires the eye
of fundamentalist faith to discern it in the Kunsthal. Mr Wilkey, on the site
visit, pointed a triangle out to me. But he got it wrong. It is another,
congruent, "triangle" which is relied upon. Actually even the shape relied
upon is not really a triangle. It is just a trapezium formed (in plan) by the
angles of the roof garden ramp. Moreover even the angle of the triangle
is not the same as that of Mr Pearce, though it appears to be so from the
Portfolio put before the Court of Appeal. There is about a 1.5 0 difference
on the sharp angle which is about 15° - a 10% difference. Again I cannot
imagine how anyone, basing themselves on Mr Pearce's triangle, could
come up with the Kunsthal trapezium".
a.

Although in built form the trapezium may be the dominant shape of
the ramp in the Kunsthal, when the drawings as graphical works are
58

compared the similarities noted by Mr Hill and Mr Wilkey are all
too apparent.
b.

Bearing in mind Mr Hoshino's working method the discrepancy in
the magnitude of the acute angle is likely to count for little. What
I mean by this is, that if Mr Hoshino was working at 1:500 scale as
he said, and perhaps free-hand, this kind of inaccuracy is to be
expected. Nor, in my view, is the inversion of the triangle fatal to
inference of copying: it is part and parcel of altered copying in the
manner contemplated by Andrew MacNair in the magazine article;
for Mr Hoshino may well have played around with the
configuration of the shapes until he got it right in his own mind.

c.

That Mr Wilkey, as the judge says, "got it wrong" on a site visit is
something that I cannot comment upon, as I was not present at the
time. However, it appears from the account that Mr Wilkey gave

58

Pearce IS:1005 (IS : 1005) and OMA roof plan IS:2012 (IS : 2012)
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of himself to the judge that he corrected himself. If that was the
case, then the criticism of Mr Wilkey appears to me to be
inappropriate.
100.

Judgment, paragraph 48. "Finally there is the square .... On the site visit
Mr Wilkey initially got this wrong. If he had not been an expert witness
supporting a very serious allegation of piracy he might have been forgiven.
For the "square" simply forms no part of the Kunsthal. You have to
construct it notionally

The dimensions are not exactly the same in any

event. Mr Wilkey made no attempt to show how the alleged taking of this
"square" could have helped in the design of the Kunsthal.

Take for

instance the passageway up the dyke/park ramp. Why would taking that
in as part of the "square" help the designer with this?"
a.

Here again the judge appears fixated on the building in its built
form when the case is only about similarities between the drawings.

b.

In his Representations, Mr Wilkey admitted that he made this error
the next day in Court". It should be remembered that this was Mr
Wilkey's first visit to the Kunsthal. He was as unfamiliar with it as
the lawyers and the judge. But there were others present who
would have been very familiar with it. Secondly, the visit occurred
plumb in the middle of his oral evidence. Being under oath he
would have been unable to discuss the case with anyone.
Compared with de Professor Dijkstra, he was at a considerable
disadvantage.

c.

I have already discussed the question of dimensional differences.
If it is (as I firmly believe) the case that the design of the Kunsthal
was derived from Mr Pearce's scheme then (as I have said)
unintentional discrepancies may have been introduced either by
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Representations of Mr Michael Wilkey, 7 December 2001, paragraph 49.
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copying distortion or the approximation of hand drawing.
d.

Mr Wilkey got it right in my view. To explain this I can do no
better than to repeat the first option stated by the Court of Appeal,
which in my opinion is the correct view:
"... The plaintiff's version of this triangle is shown on his
drawing IS.- ] 003 to be a narrow right-angled triangle.
The long side running vertically up the plan is on the line
of a structural wall which, for about half its length, is the
side wall of a widening and rising ramp. The acute-angled
apex of the triangle is at one side of the entrance to the
ramp. Beyond the top of the ramp the wider part of the
base of the triangle is at one side of the entrance to the
ramp. Beyond the top of the ramp the wider part of the
base of the triangle represents a conference chamber or
cinema with rising tiers of seats. the short base of the
triangle is a projection of the conference chamber behind
the tiers of seats beyond the main line of the building at
this level. The hypotenuse of the triangle is the line of the
side of the conference chamber projected down the ramp.
In the Kunsthal drawing V-04A [IS:2008], the triangle on
which the plaintiff relies has been flipped over and moved
substantially down the building, so that the acute-angled
apex of the triangle is a notional point outside the relevant
line of the structure. The hypotenuse of the triangle is on
the line of a ramp coming up from below to a balcony and
the short base of the triangle is on a line where this ramp
arrives at the balcony. The ramp itself is not triangular
but has parallel sides.

The long vertical side of the

triangle is a different part of the structure altogether. The
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fact however remains that each of these designs has a
triangular spatial concept which, according to the
plaintiff,

when appropriate projections are made,

constitute in plan graphically congruent triangles.
Additionally, a main element of each of these triangles in
plan is a plane rising through the building. "
101.

Judgment, paragraph 49. "The last principal group of similarities (by far
the most numerous) relate essentially to features which are said to be
dimensionally the same in both buildings. But they are bizarre because they
do not relate to similar features in the two buildings.

For instance,

balconies the DTH [Docklands Town Hall] are compared to stairs (no.11)
and a proposed indoor garden (no.9) of the Kunsthal, the length of a pair
of courtrooms plus a reception area in the DTH to the length of the seating
area in the Kunsthal auditorium, (No. 24), the length and width of the two
witness stands in the DTH courtrooms to the entrance `apron' for the
Kunsthal (no. 17). There is much more of the same sort. They are all, as
the late Lloyd-Jacob J used to say, `comparing apples with Thursdays."'
a.

The judge went on to take just a few examples. I shall also only
take those for I presume that it is only they that form the basis of
his criticism of Mr Wilkey.

Nevertheless my criticism of the

judge's approach - stated many times already - is that he was
wrong to be taking the Kunsthal building into account and that he
was wrong to criticize Mr Wilkey for not doing so. He should
have restricted his judgment to the drawings. The similarities are
listed in the Claimant's Re-Amended Particulars of Similarity dated
9 November 2000.
b.

Similarity No. 11. `The dimensions of the Claimant's small
balcony at the front (length and width from the facade of building)
are taken exactly for the length and width of the right-hand part
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of the steps on the Kunsthal ". The judge said: "The similarity only
has to be stated to be seen as absurd". But in my view, not at all
absurd when the drawings alone are compared. I now refer to the
book of overlays produced by Mr Gareth Pearce, just for ease of
identification. The comparator transparencies are marked `F. In
the Kunsthal there is a rectangle hatched with parallel lines that are
meant to represent a flight of steps. The OMA drawing which
Pearce uses has a solid line that divides the width of the stairs that
is shown as a broken line on drawing IS:2008. In the Town Hall
drawing there is a rectangle that represents a balcony that projects
beyond the face of the building. The size of the rectangles is
roughly the same. In the large "square" area, four lines at rightangles to each other are roughly coincidental when the two
rectangles in question are overlaid. The probability of this many
coincidences occurring is very low. The drawn dimensions of the
rectangle on the Pearce drawing are 3.0cm x 1.05cm, while on the
OMA drawing they are 2.85cm x 1.1 cm. However, if the thickness
of the adjacent `wall' is taken into account, then the measured size
is 3.0cm x 1.1 cm. Although the smaller dimensions vary by nearly
5%, given the shortness of the lines this difference does not, in my
view, abnegate the inference of copying. Mr Wilkey appears to
have made an error in his report in that the dimensions that he gives
at paragraph 5.26 are incorrect. I think he may have used his 1:250
scale on the OMA drawing rather than the 1:200 scale. An easy
slip to make. But his conclusion, "a similarity of dimension", is in
my view correct.
c.

Similarity No. 20.

`The length of the service core in the

Claimant's plans has been taken exactly in the length of the
service core (lift, stairs and unlabelled duct) in the Kunsthal (1989
plans) ".

The judge said: "This is pure dimension rather than a
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shape. The length of the service core in the DTH is compared to
the length of a service core containing quite different equipment in
the Kunsthal". These `cores' (which might be better described as
circulation cores) are compared in the Pearce overlays at `J' and
`K'. There are correlations here in length, but not in width. It is
not safe, in my view, to take similarities in a single dimension as
being evidence of plagiarism unless the dimensions are precisely the
same. No drawing has those dimensions shown.

Mr Wilkey

comments "Kunsthal (not able to measure) ... This is a similarity of
dimension (from portfolio)". Mr Wilkey is correct; but in my view,
in isolation the similarity carries little weight.

d.

Similarity No. 31. "The corners of the square forming a pool on
the ground floor in Claimant's plans (IS:1002) has been taken
exactly for the centre points for the large columns on the righthand side of the Kunsthal ". The judge said: "Mr Wilkey accepts
that the two features are wholly unrelated.

He adds: `The 4

columns are in the same position as the pool in the Docklands
forming the same geometric shape. The position of the columns
and the pool are in a different position within the overall building:
however this is a similarity of dimension.' (54) It never seemed to
enter his mind that it would be nonsensical to use the corners of a
square pool of one design for structural elements of another,
whatever the scale. Yet you do not have to be an architect to
recognize the absurdity of the comparison as evidence of copying."
Mr Wilkey was correct in saying there was "similarity of
dimension", and correct to use the singular, for there is only one
variable dimension in a square'. It is my view that no inference of
copying may be used merely by the presence of squares, but some

60

See paragraph 71 above.
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inference may be drawn if the line length is precisely the same. The
dimension on the Pearce drawing is 6.6cm while in the OMA
drawing it is 6.75cm.

Close, and within the notional ±3%

tolerance. I think Mr Wilkey was correct.
102.

Judgment, paragraph 55. "It suffices to say that not one [of all these

comparisons] makes sense individually".
a.

Although I would discount isolated similarities in one dimension
alone, significance grows rapidly when all the events are taken
together, and particularly if there is similar juxtaposition. When
this is done, the probability of coincidence by chance is effectively
removed. There are far too many similarities between the two sets
of drawings for that kind of coincidence even to be considered as
a possibility. Provided there is not a completely unknown common
source, the OMA design, beyond peradventure, is derived from
Gareth Pearce's.

103.

Judgment, paragraph 56. "It is submitted that whilst alone they amount

to mere accidental coincidence, collectively they are too many for this to
be an explanation. I disagree. You can make thousands upon thousands
of measurements between various points in the DTH and similarly for the
Kunsthal. Some are bound to be similar. There are likely to be more
similarities over short distances because there are likely to be more short
distance measurements. ... All that has been adduced is a collection of
"similarities" amounting individually and collectively to nothing".
a.

Here, the premise is correct (think of bricks - or even nails), but
the conclusion is faulty. It is faulty because the judge has not
considered the unlikely probability of several graphic similarities
occurring in related juxtaposition. The judge cannot be blamed for
ignoring the mathematics of probability, because that was not
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argued before him But I think he was mistaken for ignoring Mr
Wilkey's valid intuitive assessment in favour of the mistaken and
faulty premise that was the basis of de Professor Dijkstra's opinion.
104.

Judgment, paragraph 57. ".... as I said in Routestone v. Minories Finance
[ 1997] BCC 180: `What really matters in most cases are the reasons given
for the opinion. As a practical matter a well-constructed expert's report
containing opinion evidence sets out the opinion and the reasons for it. If
the reasons stand up, the opinion does, if not, not.' (58.) Here, Mr Wilkey
hardly gives any reason for his opinion on the ultimate question beyond
pointing out similarities. That is hardly a matter of expertise. It is just a
matter of measurement...."
a.

To answer the ultimate question is not the expert's function. That
is for the judge 61

b.

Mr Wilkey, by examining and commenting upon similarities,
properly followed his instructions. If the judge wished him to give
further evidence, then he should have asked him for it.

105.

Judgment, paragraph 58

In my judgment Mr Wilkey's `expert'

evidence fell far short of the standards of objectivity required of an expert
witness. He claimed to have appreciated the seriousness of what he was
saying but made blunder after blunder. I list a number of them:
a.

Notwithstanding the seriousness of the allegation, he did not visit
the Kunsthal before making his report yet did not mention this fact
in his report. It may be that there were funding difficulties. But
it certainly would have been fairer to say he had not actually seen
the Kunsthal.

After all it was clear that its design as a 3D

building was central to the case. " In my opinion, the judge
.................................................................................................................................................
61

Davie v. Edinburgh Magistrates [1953] SC34 at 40. See paragraph 28 Ante
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determined the wrong issue.

b.

"He never really considered how an architect could actually have
carried out the copying alleged.... ". I understand he was not
asked to do so. His task was to comment upon the pleaded case,
which was graphical similarities as a result of copying. Method of
copying is not necessary to the proof of copying; inference may be,
and often is, sufficient.

c.

"He made errors in relation to both the `square' and `triangle' at
the site visit and yet maintained his position thereafter. "
Notwithstanding that the case concerned only graphical copying,
I understand that if Mr Wilkey made errors when identifying parts
of the building, he corrected himself.

d.

"He never read an important document exhibited to his report.
.... " The judge does not identify the document, although I presume
this to be the design brief that came up in Mr Wilkey's cross62

examination .

I am instructed that this design brief was not

exhibited with Mr Wilkey's report. It appears that the judge has
been misled by counsel for the defendants

e.

63

He showed his biased attitude by looking for triangles in the early
stages of the Kunsthal design ("keen to find the triangle " as it was
"an element alleged to have been copied').

Mr Wilkey's

instructions were to comment on alleged similarities in the pleaded
case. I see no fault in his approach. Having seen the triangles in
the later drawings, properly he should also have looked for them in
the earlier ones (which he did).

62

Wilkey XX 214/14.

63

Wilkey XX 218/14.
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He appeared to think that almost any triangular (or cut

off

triangular) shape in the Kunsthal must be the result of copying,
though the building is full of such shapes. My impression of Mr
Wilkey's evidence differs from the judge's. I cannot find anything
which might have led the judge to this conclusion, for Mr Wilkey's
evidence as an expert witness was precise, measured and not given
to hyperbole. Moreover, the building is not `full' of such shapes.
they are restricted to the area of the `wedge'.
106.

I have taken all the particular instances that the judge has used to illustrate
his judgment against Mr Wilkey. Regrettably, in each and every case, he
is in my opinion mistaken.

107.

I now turn to the remaining questions set out for me in my letter of
instruction.

Mr Wilkey's funding limitations
108.

In relation to the question of Mr Wilkey acting for a Legally Aided person
he would have had to have had particular care for the proportionality of his
costs. He would have had to have been scrupulous to do no more than was
reasonably necessary in respect of completing the tasks that he was
instructed to carry out, and to have an eye as to whether those instructed
tasks were themselves reasonable tasks in the circumstances.

109.

Nevertheless, Mr Wilkey's professional duty was to ensure that the
standard of his work was not compromised by the level of his fee income.

Report of the Solicitor Complainant, 15 October 2002
110.

The charges against Mr Wilkey areas follows:
a.

he did not provide independent assistance to the Court by way of
an objective unbiased opinion in relation to matters within his
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expertise;
b.

he omitted to consider material facts which could detract from his
concluded opinion and/or failed to qualify his report to the extent
that he had not considered such matters.

111.

Reliance is placed by the Solicitor Complainant on the Findings of Mr
Justice Jacob. I refer to my earlier analysis of the judge's findings, all of
which concerning his criticism of Mr Wilkey were in my opinion without
merit.

112.

Moreover, the summary used by Mr Justice Jacob to describe Mr Pearce's
case lacks the care and circumspection that is usually to be found in a well
reasoned judgment, where the disputants may expect the judge to have
taken everything into account.

113.

Direct evidence of copyright is notoriously difficult to find, for plagiarists
are apt to destroy such evidence. That is not difficult as the evidence is
almost invariably entirely within their control. For this reason the Courts
conceded the necessity for novel means of securing evidence that were
adequate to deal with the activities of clandestine pirates. Although Anton
Piller orders are now commonplace (that is, as they are now called Civil
Search Orders under the Civil Procedure Rules), they were brought about
by the necessity of securing evidence in copyright cases.

114.

However, direct evidence is not required in order to prove breach of
copyright in civil litigation. All that is necessary is for there to be sufficient
similarity for it to be inferred that copying took place. For there to be
infringement (not forgetting that it was not for Mr Wilkey to prove this he only had to look for similarities):"there must be present two elements: first, there must be
sufficient objective similarity between the infringing work
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and the copyright world or a substantial part thereof, for
the former to be described, not necessarily identical with,
but as a reproduction or adaptation of the latter; secondly,
the copyright work must be the source from which the
infringing work is derived"'
115.

There is no doubt in my mind that the test of "sufficient objective
similarity" when applied to the drawings of the Kunsthal and the Docklands
Town Hall leads convincingly to the conclusion that there has been
infringement. I have not examined the factual circumstances concerning
the second element, but these did not concern Mr Wilkey as they are
matters of mere fact.

116.

Turning then to The Case Against the Defendant that is set out from page
14 of the Solicitor Complainant's Report, in relation to Particular 1(a) of
the charge:
a.

It is my opinion that the similarities between the two schemes are
so close and so frequent that there can be just one explanation,
which is copying. The Booklet of Alleged Similarities referred to
by the Claimant Solicitor is a re-statement and obfuscation of
evidence. The points made in defence (and I take it that this
booklet should be therefore read as a defence submission document
in the pleadings and not as evidence) relate mostly to the built
Kunsthal and not to its graphic representation which was the case
before the judge. The illustrations of drawings are shown at the
same built scale, when this is not relevant to the case. Given Mr
Hoshino's `iterative' approach to his work, applauded by Mr
MacNair in his magazine article," it is perhaps not unsurprising that

64
65

Francis Day &Hunter Ltd v. Bron [1963] Ch 587 at 623, CA, per

See page 56 ante.

Diplock U .
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if copying had taken place, then those copied parts should fetch up
as "unrelated features in unrelated areas". If there was a similarity
in dimensions, then Mr Wilkey was correct to say so. He was
following his instructions and not misleading the Court.
b.

The Solicitor Complainant is mistaken to say that Mr Wilkey made
an `allegation' while giving his oral evidence. That was a word put
into his mouth in cross-examination by counsel. Mr Wilkey gave
only his opinions. It is frequently the case that the implication of
an expert's evidence is to throw doubt onto the veracity of factual
evidence. That is of no concern to the expert who is there to give
his opinion uninfluenced as to the form or content by the
exigencies of litigation.

This line of questioning by counsel

should have been corrected by the judge, for this so-called
` admission' from Mr Wilkey added nothing to the evidence in the
case. It was a purely intimidatory tactic of counsel which was
effectively condoned by the judge.
117.

Turning to Particulars 1(b) of the charge:
a.

Mr Wilkey raised the question of disclosure in correspondence with
his instructing Solicitor. It was not Mr Wilkey's duty to go to the
Netherlands Architectural Institute root out undisclosed material.
It was his duty to consider the information that he was sent. Mr
Wilkey listed that information in his report. It was sufficient
information, in my opinion, to draw the necessary inference that
copying had taken place. It was not Mr Wilkey's job to go further,
or to expand the case. As there was no reason for Mr Wilkey to
inspect these plans, there was no reason for him to qualify his
report. Given that Mr Pearce was Legally Aided, Mr Wilkey could
.......................................................................................................................--

66

Whitehouse v. Jordan, per Lord Wilberforce, House of Lords: see the reference to the
`Ikarian Reefer' at page 10 ante.
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have been open to legitimate criticism for wasting public funds.
b.

Neither was there any reason for Mr Wilkey or the Court to visit
the Kunsthal. This issue in dispute was graphical reproduction, no
more. The statement by the judge that "3D building was crucial to
the case" was a misconception on his part.

c.

No reliance may be placed upon the allegation that Mr Wilkey
failed to consider the design brief to the Kunsthal "exhibited to his
report", as I understand he exhibited no design brief with his
report. Mr Wilkey merely referred to a document produced by Mr
Pearce (No. 21). Mr Waugh of counsel appears to have been
mistaken when he described the document as being exhibited to Mr
Wilkey's report". I understand from Mr Wilkey that he had seen
an English version of the design brief that was undated. I am
instructed that it is only the Dutch version that is dated November
1986. I have not read this document myself but I am content that
if it was as Mr Wilkey describes it at paragraph 4.6 of his report 68,
then the brief had no bearing on the issues in the case, which were
purely graphical. Neither did Mr Wilkey say in evidence that the
similarities could only have come from Mr Pearce's drawings. To
that question he replied "No".

69

This issue against Mr Wilkey

therefore appears to be entirely trivial and without foundation.

Statement of truth
118.

I confirm that as far as the facts stated in my report are within my own
knowledge I have made clear which they are and I believe them to be true,

67

Wilkey XX 218/14.

68

See also Wilkey XX 214/14ff.

69

Wilkey XX 219/18.
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and that the opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete
professional opinion.

22 January 2003

Signed
Ian Salisbury
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Appendix A - letter of instruction
11 Pilgrim Street

London EC4V 6RW

Telephone +44 (0)20 7248

Mr. Ian Salisbury
Chartered Architect and Chartered Arbitrator w.mayerbonc
18 Beaumont Street
Oxford
OX I 2ND

4282

bndon@mayerbrownrowe.co
M

DX 93 LDE
Direct Fax +44 (0)20 7782

8658

Your ref.
Our ref:

539/30765.00002

18 December 2002

Dear Ian Salisbury
Re: Architects Registration Board - Disciplinary proceedings against Mr Wilkey
We are the solicitors representing Mr. Michael Wilkey in respect of disciplinary
proceedings being brought against him before a disciplinary panel of the Professional
Conduct Committee ("the PCC") of the Architects' Registration Board ("the ARB"). The
charges in those proceedings relate to Mr. Wilkey's conduct as an expert witness in the
case of Pearce v. Ove Arup and others, when he was instructed as a party appointed expert
witness on behalf of the Claimant, Mr. Pearce. The disciplinary
proceedings arise as a
2nd
result of the Judgment of Mr. Justice Jacob dated the
November 2001. During the
course of that judgment, Mr. Justice Jacob heavily criticised the expert evidence given by
Mr. Wilkey.
This letter comprises your instructions to act as an expert witness on behalf of Mr. Wilkey
in the current disciplinary proceedings before the ARB. You are instructed to act as an
expert witness on account of your qualifications and experience both as an architect and
an architect expert witness with substantial experience of copyright infringement cases.
Enclosed with these instructions are the following papers which you are asked to consider:
(i)

The Report of the Solicitor Complainant to the PCC of the ARB with
appendices I and II (including Mr
Hill and Mr Wilkey's report, the Booklet of
2nd
Similarities, the judgment of
November 2000 and a transcript of Mr
Wilkey's oral evidence);
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(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

Court of Appeal judgement dated 21 January 1999;
Mr Wilkey's instructions (including correspondence with instructing solicitors
and counsel and correspondence between instructing solicitors and solicitors
acting for the Defendants).
Drawings and documents provided by the Defendants;
The pleadings, (including skeletons and closing submissions) in Pearce v Ove
Arup Others;
The Defendant's experts report;
Witness statements;
Transcript of the full hearing;
Mr Wilkey's representations to the judge;
Mr Wilkey's response to the ARB dated 8 February 2002;
Decision of the Investigation Committee under cover of a letter dated 2 July
2002;
Relevant Codes of Practice.

If there are any further papers which you believe may exist and which you consider might
assist you in your conduct of this matter as an expert witness, please let us know and we
will endeavour to provide these to you or obtain them for you.
The enclosed papers disclose the sequence of events leading up to the current disciplinary
proceedings. We ask that you read all the enclosed papers with particular care having
regard to the gravity of the disciplinary proceedings brought against Mr. Wilkey. We will
not endeavour to summarise the history of this matter for you, as we wish you to form your
own independent and objective view of the events that took place (taken both individually
and as a whole).
We request that you:

•
•
•

Provide to us prior to the end of January 2003 an expert report on behalf of Mr.
Wilkey for submission in the current disciplinary proceedings before the ARB;
Provide us and the Solicitor Complainant acting for the ARB promptly with answers
to any questions that may arise in relation to the content of your report; and
Attend before a disciplinary panel of the PCC as an expert witness instructed on
behalf of Mr. Wilkey and answer in an objective and unbiased manner any questions
that are put to you insofar as they fall within your expertise (and as to those which do
not so fall, inform the PCC accordingly).

We instruct you to act in all respects as though you were a "Part 35 expert" and, in
particular (applying Rule 35.3 of Part 3 5 of the CPR), that you will do so on the basis that
it is your duty to help the PCC on matters within your expertise and that your duty
overrides any obligation to our firm or to Mr. Wilkey for whom we act. Furthermore, we
request that your report complies in all respects with the duties of an expert as set out in
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the judgment of Mr. Justice Creswell in the Ikarian Reefer [1993] 2 Lloyds Rep 68.
Accordingly, we request that:

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Your expert report and any subsequent expert evidence to be provided by you before
the PCC should be your own independent product uninfluenced as to form or content
by what may be the exigencies of these disciplinary proceedings.
Your report shall comprise your objective unbiased opinion in relation to matters
within your expertise.
Wherever possible you shall state the facts or assumptions on which your opinions are
based and that you should not omit to consider material which could detract from your
concluded opinion.
If any question or issue which we have asked you to address in your view falls outside
your expertise, you should not to attempt to address it in your report other than to
state expressly your view (with reasons if appropriate) that it falls outside your
expertise.
If any opinion in your report has not been the subject, in your view, of adequate
research because, for instance, insufficient data or material are available to you, you
should say so and indicate that any view expressed is provisional. (Please let us know
at the earliest possible opportunity should you require additional data or material in
order to provide a comprehensive expert report).
If having provided us with your report for submission in these disciplinary
proceedings you, for any reason, change your view or opinion on any matter as
previously contained in your report, we ask that you inform us with details of such
change of view and the reasons therefor.
Where your expert report refers to photographs, plans, calculations, analyses,
measurements, statistics or similar material please ensure that the same are either
included within the body of the report or as appendices, to facilitate the submission
of the same in these disciplinary proceedings.

We request that your expert report should:
(a)

consider and provide your opinion in respect of his instructions and the
information which was available to Mr. Wilkey at the time that he provided
his professional services as an expert witness - including the production of his
expert report dated 12' June 2001 and the first and second supplementary
reports for the court (dated 5' h August 2001 and 28' September 2001
respectively) and the provision of oral testimony by him in the case. In
particular, we seek your opinion as to whether the information provided to
Mr. Wilkey was sufficient to enable him to form a view and to write a) an
expert report and b) the expert reports (including his supplemental reports)
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counsel for the Claimant in the substantive proceedings (in particular with
regard to the documentation sought and made available to Mr Wilkey)
(j)

consider and provide your expert views upon any limitations or parameters
expressed or implicit within Mr. Wilkey's instructions on account of the fact
that the case was publically funded and the effect of such limitations or
parameters upon, respectively (a) Mr. Wilkey and (b) the conduct of any
architect expert witness acting reasonably in the case.

(k)

consider and provide your expert views upon the standard to be expected of
an architect acting reasonably as an expert witness and, by reference to that
standard, assess the conduct and performance of Mr. Wilkey as disclosed by
(a) his expert report and (b) his testimony in Court.

(1)

consider what the Court of Appeal had before it when it decided to set aside
the strike out, compare this to what Mr Justice Jacob had before him and
criticised and give your professional views relating to this exercise.

(m)

consider the questioning undertaken by Mr. Justice Jacob and counsel of Mr.
Wilkey and consider the comments, views and findings expressed by Mr.
Justice Jacob on the two issues of (a) copying and (b) the conduct of Mr.
Wilkey as an expert witness. We ask that in the foregoing respects you
address the potential and/or probable effect of such questioning on an
architect expert witness acting reasonably in the case (having regard also to
the cross-examination of Mr. Wilkey by counsel at the trial). We also ask that
you address the validity (or otherwise) of the comments, views and findings
expressed by Mr. Justice Jacob on the two issues we have mentioned above.

(n)

consider, from the transcript of the evidence, the answers provided by Mr.
Wilkey under questioning from (a) Mr. Justice Jacob and (b) counsel and
whether those answers (taken individually and as taken as a whole) were or
were not consistent with an architect expert witness acting reasonably in the
case.

(o)

consider and provide your expert opinions in relation to the matters set out in
the Report of the Solicitor Complainant to the PCC dated 15" October 2002
- and we ask that you do so, wherever possible, by reference to the page and
paragraph numbers employed in that document.

(p)

without being constrained in any way by the matters we have asked you to
address specifically at (a) to (p) above, please put forward all considerations
which occur to you as being relevant (and provide your reasoned conclusions)
in respect of a) whether or not there had been copying and b) the conduct of
Mr. Wilkey, including (but not limited to) addressing the form and content of
his report; his conduct following the production of his report (including his
expert testimony in Court); his representations to Mr. Justice Jacob.
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We look forward to confirmation of your receipt and acceptance of these instructions and,
in due course, to receipt of your report. Should you have any queries or require any further
information or assistance, you should not hesitate to contact Melanie Carter, Mayer,
Brown, Rowe & Maw on 020 7782 8767 ( melanie.carter@mayerbrownrowe.com ).
Yours faithfully

Mayer Brown Rowe & Maw
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Appendix B - Extracts from the Civil Procedure Rules
Part 35

(As applicable until March 2002)

EXPERTS AND ASSESSORS
Contents of this part
Duty to restrict expert evidence
Rule 35.1
Interpretation
Rule 35.2
Experts - overriding duty to the court
Rule 35.3
Court's power to restrict expert evidence
Rule 35.4
General requirement for expert evidence to be given in a written
report
Rule 35.5
Written questions to experts
Rule 35.6
Court's power to direct that evidence is to be given by a single joint
expert
Rule 35.7
Instructions to a single joint expert
Rule 35.8
Power of court to direct a party to provide information
Rule 35.9
Contents of report
Rule 35.10
Use by one party of expert's report disclosed by another
Rule 35.11
Discussions between experts
Rule 35.12
Consequence of failure to disclose expert's report
Rule 35.13
Expert's right to ask court for directions
Rule 35.14
Assessors
Rule 35.15

Duty to restrict expert evidence
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.1

Expert evidence shall be restricted to that which is reasonably required
to resolve the proceedings.

Interpretation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.2

A reference to an `expert' in this Part is a reference to an expert who
has been instructed to give or prepare evidence for the purpose of court
proceedings.

Experts - overriding duty to the court
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.3

(1) It is the duty of an expert to help the court on the matters within his
expertise.
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(2) This duty overrides any obligation to the person from whom he has
received instructions or by whom he is paid.

Court's power to restrict expert evidence
------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------35.4

(1) No party may call an expert or put in evidence an expert's report
without the court's permission.
(2) When a party applies for permission under this rule he must identify (a) the field in which he wishes to rely on expert evidence; and
(b) where practicable the expert in that field on whose evidence he
wishes to rely.
(3) If permission is granted under this rule it shall be in relation only to the
expert named or the field identified under paragraph (2).
(4) The court may limit the amount of the expert's fees and expenses that the
party who wishes to rely on the expert may recover from any other party.

General requirement for expert evidence to be given in a written report
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 5.5

(1) Expert evidence is to be given in a written report unless the court
directs otherwise.
(2) If a claim is on the fast track, the court will not direct an expert to attend
a hearing unless it is necessary to do so in the interests of justice.

Written questions to experts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.6

(1) A party may put to (a) an expert instructed by another party; or
(b) a single joint expert appointed under rule 35.7, written questions
about his report.
(2) Written questions under paragraph (1) (a) may be put once only;
(b) must be put within 28 days of service of the expert's report; and
©) must be for the purpose only of clarification of the report, unless in
any case (i) the court gives permission; or
(ii) the other party agrees.
(3) An expert's answers to questions put in accordance with paragraph (1)
shall be treated as part of the expert's report.
(4) Where Report : in re:
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(a) a party has put a written question to an expert instructed by another
party in accordance with this rule; and
(b) the expert does not answer that question,
the court may make one or both of the following orders in relation to the party
who instructed the expert (i) that the party may not rely on the evidence of that expert; or
(ii) that the party may not recover the fees and expenses of that expert
from any other party.

Court's power to direct that evidence is to be given by a single joint expert
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 5.7

(1) Where two or more parties wish to submit expert evidence on a
particular issue, the court may direct that the evidence on that issue is
to given by one expert only.
(2) The parties wishing to submit the expert evidence are called `the instructing
parties'.
(3) Where the instructing parties cannot agree who should be the expert, the
court may (a) select the expert from a list prepared or identified by the instructing
parties; or
(b) direct that the expert be selected in such other manner as the court
may direct.

Instructions to a single joint expert
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.8

(1) Where the court gives a direction under rule 35.7 for a single joint
expert to be used, each instructing party may give instructions to the
expert.
(2) When an instructing party gives instructions to the expert he must, at the
same time, send a copy of the instructions to the other instructing parties.
(3) The court may give directions about (a) the payment of the expert's fees and expenses; and
(b) any inspection, examination or experiments which the expert wishes
to carry out.
(4) The court may, before an expert is instructed (a) limit the amount that can be paid by way of fees and expenses to the
expert; and
(b) direct that the instructing parties pay that amount into court.
(5) Unless the court otherwise directs, the instructing parties are jointly and
severally liable(GL) for the payment of the expert's fees and expenses.
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Power of court to direct a party to provide information
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.9

Where a party has access to information which is not reasonably
available to the other party, the court may direct the party who has
access to the information to (a) prepare and file a document recording the information; and
(b) serve a copy of that document on the other party.

Contents of report
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 5.10

(1) An expert's report must comply with the requirements set out in the
relevant practice direction.
(2) At the end of an expert's report there must be a statement that (a) the expert understands his duty to the court; and
(b) he has complied with that duty.
(3) The expert's report must state the substance of all material instructions,
whether written or oral, on the basis of which the report was written.
(4) The instructions referred to in paragraph (3) shall not be privileged(GL)
against disclosure but the court will not, in relation to those instructions (a) order disclosure of any specific document; or
(b) permit any questioning in court, other than by the party who
instructed the expert,
unless it is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to consider the statement
of instructions given under paragraph (3) to be inaccurate or incomplete.

Use by one party of expert's report disclosed by another
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.11

Where a party has disclosed an expert's report, any party may use that
expert's report as evidence at the trial.

Discussions between experts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 5.12

(1) The court may, at any stage, direct a discussion between experts for
the purpose of requiring the experts to (a) identify and discuss the expert issues in the proceedings; and
(b) where possible, reach an agreed opinion on those issues.
(2) The court may specify the issues which the experts must discuss.
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(3) The court may direct that following a discussion between the experts they
must prepare a statement for the court showing (a) those issues on which they agree; and
(b) those issues on which they disagree and a summary of their reasons
for disagreeing.
(4) The content of the discussion between the experts shall not be referred to
at the trial unless the parties agree.
(5) Where experts reach agreement on an issue during their discussions, the
agreement shall not bind the parties unless the parties expressly agree to be
bound by the agreement.

Consequence of failure to disclose expert's report
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------35.13

A party who fails to disclose an expert's report may not use the report
at the trial or call the expert to give evidence orally unless the court
gives permission.

Expert's right to ask court for directions
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 5.14

(1) An expert may file a written request for directions to assist him in
carrying out his function as an expert.
(2) An expert must, unless the court orders otherwise, provide a copy of any
proposed request for directions under paragraph (1)(a) to the party instructing him, at least 7 days before he files the
request; and
(b) to all other parties, at least 4 days before he files it.
(3) The court, when it gives directions, may also direct that a party be served
with a copy of the directions.

Assessors
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) This rule applies where the court appoints one or more persons (an
` assessor') under section 70 of the Supreme Court Act 1981(51) or
section 63 of the County Courts Act 1984(52).
(2) The assessor shall assist the court in dealing with a matter in which the
assessor has skill and experience.
(3) An assessor shall take such part in the proceedings as the court may direct
and in particular the court may -

35.15
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(a) direct the assessor to prepare a report for the court on any matter
at issue in the proceedings; and
(b) direct the assessor to attend the whole or any part of the trial to
advise the court on any such matter.
(4) If the assessor prepares a report for the court before the trial has begun-(a) the court will send a copy to each of the parties; and
(b) the parties may use it at trial.
(5) The remuneration to be paid to the,_- assessor for his services shall be
determined by the court and shall form part of the costs of the proceedings.
(6) The court may order any party to deposit in the court office a specified
sum in respect of the assessor's fees and, where it does so, the assessor will
not be asked to act until the sum has been deposited.
(7) Paragraphs (5) and (6) do not apply where the remuneration ofthe assessor
is to be paid out of money provided by Parliament.
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PRACTICE DIRECTION - EXPERTS AND ASSESSORS
This Practice Direction supplements CPR Part 35
Part 35 is intended to limit the use of oral expert evidence to that which is
reasonably required. In addition, where possible, matters requiring expert evidence
should be dealt with by a single expert. Permission of the court is always required
either to call an expert or to put an expert's report in evidence.
EXPERT EVIDENCE - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------It is the duty of an expert to help the court on matters within his own expertise:
rule 35.3(l). This duty is paramount and overrides any obligation to the person
from whom the expert has received instructions or by whom he is paid: rule
35.3(2).
1.2

Expert evidence should be the independent product of the expert
uninfluenced by the pressures of litigation.

1.3

An expert should assist the court by providing objective, unbiased
opinion on matters within his expertise, and should not assume the role
of an advocate.

1.4 An expert should consider all material facts, including those which might
detract from his opinion.
1.5

An expert should make it clear:
(a) when a question or issue falls outside his expertise; and
(b) when he is not able to reach a definite opinion, for example because
he has insufficient information.

1.6

If, after producing a report, an expert changes his view on any material
matter, such change of view should be communicated to all the parties
without delay, and when appropriate to the court.

FORM AND CONTENT OF EXPERT'S REPORTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.1 An expert's report should be addressed to the court and not to the party from
whom the expert has received his instructions.
2.2

An expert's report must:
(1) give details of the expert's qualifications;
(2) give details of any literature or other material which the expert has relied
on in making the report;
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(3) contain a statement setting out the substance of all facts and instructions
given to the expert which are material to the opinions expressed in the report
or upon which those opinions are based;
(4) make clear which of the facts stated in the report are within the expert's
own knowledge;
(5) say who carried out any examination, measurement, test or experiment
which the expert has used for the report, give the qualifications of that person,
and say whether or not the test or experiment has been carried out under the
expert's supervision;
(6) where there is a range of opinion on the matters dealt with in the report(a) summarise the range of opinion, and
(b) give reasons for his own opinion;
(7) contain a summary of the conclusions reached;
(8) if the expert is not able to give his opinion without qualification, state the
qualification; and
(9) contain a statement that the expert understands his duty to the court, and
has complied and will continue to comply with that duty.
2.3 An expert's report must be verified by a statement of truth as well as
containing the statements required in paragraph 2.2(8) and (9) above.
2.4

The form of the statement of truth is as follows:" I confirm that insofar
as the facts stated in my report are within my own knowledge I have
made clear which they are and I believe them to be true, and that the
opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete professional
opinion. "

2.5

Attention is drawn to rule 32.14 which sets out the consequences of
verifying a document containing a false statement without an honest
belief in its truth.
(For information about statements of truth see Part 22 and the practice
direction which supplements it.)

2.6 In addition, an expert's report should comply with the requirements of any
approved expert's protocol. [omitted October 2002]
INFORMATION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3

Under Rule 35.9 the court may direct a party with access to information which
is not reasonably available to another party to serve on that other party a
document which records the information. The document served must include
sufficient details of all the facts, tests, experiments and assumptions which
underlie any part of the information to enable the party on whom it is served
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to make, or to obtain, a proper interpretation of the information and an
assessment of its significance.

INSTRUCTIONS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The instructions referred to in paragraph 1.2(8) will not be protected by privilege
(see rule 35.10(4)). But cross-examination of the expert on the contents of his
instructions will not be allowed unless the court permits it (or unless the party who
gave the instructions consents to it). Before it gives permission the court must be
satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to consider that the statement in the
report of the substance of the instructions is inaccurate or incomplete. If the court
is so satisfied, it will allow the cross-examination where it appears to be in the
interests of justice to do so.
QUESTIONS TO EXPERTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.1 Questions asked for the purpose of clarifying the expert's report (see rule
35.6) should be put, in writing, to the expert not later than 28 days after
receipt of the expert's report (see paragraphs 1.2 to 1.5 above as to
verification).
5.2

Where a party sends a written question or questions direct to an expert,
a copy of the questions should, at the same time, be sent to the other
party or parties.

5.3

The party or parties instructing the expert must pay any fees charged
by that expert for answering questions put under rule 35.6. This does
not affect any decision of the court as to the party who is ultimately to
bear the expert's costs.

SINGLE EXPERT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6

Where the court has directed that the evidence on a particular issue is to be
given by one expert only (rule 35.7) but there are a number of disciplines
relevant to that issue, a leading expert in the dominant discipline should be
identified as the single expert. He should prepare the general part of the report
and be responsible for annexing or incorporating the contents of any reports
from experts in other disciplines.

ASSESSORS
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------7.1 An assessor may be appointed to assist the court under rule 35.15. Not less
than 21 days before making any such appointment, the court will notify each
party in writing of the name of the proposed assessor, of the matter in respect
of which the assistance of the assessor will be sought and of the qualifications
of the assessor to give that assistance.
7.2 Where any person has been proposed for appointment as an assessor, objection
to him, either personally or in respect of his qualification, may be taken by any
party.
7.3

Any such objection must be made in writing and filed with the court
within 7 days of receipt of the notification referred to in paragraph 6.1
and will be taken into account by the court in deciding whether or not
to make the appointment (section 63(5) of the County Courts Act
1984).

7.4 Copies of any report prepared by the assessor will be sent to each of the
parties but the assessor will not give oral evidence or be open to
cross-examination or questioning.
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Appendix C - Curriculum vitae
I am a chartered architect and a chartered arbitrator.
I originally studied as a scientist at St Catherine's College Oxford where I gained
a Master's degree. I then followed a career in business for several years first as an
international commodity trader, living for part of that time in Switzerland, Turkey
and the United States, and then as a farmer in Worcestershire. In 19791 began to
re-train as an architect, firstly at Kingston Polytechnic and then at the Oxford
School of Architecture, which was part of the Polytechnic in Headington, where
I gained both a Bachelor's Degree and a first class Diploma. The dissertation for
my Diploma was a study of the effects of the law of copyright on architectural
practice. While qualifying I also studied law, and I completed both my Diploma
course and my legal training while working as an architectural assistant for the
Vale of White Horse District Council. At the Vale I was given responsibility for the
design and construction of an 80-dwelling housing estate, while assisting on other
schemes.
In 1986 and 19871 assisted with submissions to the drafting of the Copyright Bill.
I contributed to the wording of several sections relating to constructing buildings,
reconstructing buildings, making models for buildings, graphic works representing
buildings and making photographs of buildings. In particular I suggested the
introduction of the moral right of an architect to "sign" a building and be identified
on it that is now enacted.
Before qualifying as an architect in 19851 was recruited by the Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead as their Principal Architect, but I could not use that title
as I was not then registered. During the few months that I was there I designed
three sports centres, a performing arts and recreation centre, several housing
schemes and I formulated, an urban design brief for a run-down area of the centre
of Maidenhead. From there I was engaged by Keith Murray and Robert Maguire
to open an Oxford office for their practice. Particular responsibilities included a
major award-winning conservation scheme at Magdalen College Oxford and
competition-winning student accommodation buildings at four other Oxford
University Colleges. Other projects for which I have been responsible include
international company head-offices in London, estate housing in England and
Scotland, schools, industrial buildings, refurbishment and restoration work, private
houses and the extension and improvement of a number of churches. I was the
runner-up for the King of Prussia's Gold Medal for the repair and restoration of
a Grade I listed church.
Overseas projects included two large campuses for the King Saud University in
Saudi Arabia (student population 25,000) including teaching hospitals (human and
veterinary), teaching faculties, healthcare centres and administration offices, and
multiple housing schemes. Also in Saudi Arabia there have been villa-palaces for
eminent people, including the chairman of a large international monetary agency.
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In 1997 I was invited to join Paul Hyett and Adam Whiteley in their practice,
which was re-founded as a limited company called Hyett Salisbury Whiteley, so as
to achieve parity between us within the firm. My consultancy work became
dominant, including the personal appointments of the College Architect at
Pembroke College, Oxford, and the Cathedral Architect at Leicester. Interest in
architectural projects became more local, including the repair and re-ordering of
several churches (one Grade I listed) and a Government-funded Sure Start Centre.
I have been in practice on my own account now for two years, where I continue
to follow my primary profession. Unlike many of my contemporaries, I continue
to draw and to specify.
Based upon my reputation as an architect I have been appointed in well over 200
dispute resolution cases, acting as arbitrator, mediator or adjudicator. I have acted
as an expert witness in 70 cases, 10 of which have been to do with architectural
copyright, including:
Cala Homes (South) Limited and others v. Alfred McAlpine Homes
East Limited - [1995] FSR 818.
Jones v. London Borough of Tower Hamlets - [2001 ] RPC 23
FJ Architects v. Evans, Caddick and others - 2002, unreported.
This is the second time that I have given opinion to the Professional Conduct
Committee of the Architects' Registration Board.
I sometimes write for publications on practice issues. I have written several
articles on copyright issues in Building Design Magazine and the Practice Pages
of the RIBA Journal, and I am occasionally engaged to speak on this topic. In the
2002 Easter Term Issue of The Barrister magazine an article of mine was
published entitled The Expert Witness - Fair Game for Criticism? The article is
reproduced at Appendix E on page 105 of this report.
In support of my profession I have twice been nationally elected to the Council of
the RIBA, also serving as its Honorary Secretary. I have been a Director and
Councillor of the Construction Industry Council and for several years I have
assisted the President of the RIBA with advice on arbitration. Currently I am the
RIBA's Adviser on Liability, Insurance and Dispute Resolution, and I am a
member of the Construction Industry Council's Liability Task Force. I am a
founder member of the Society of Expert Witnesses, the Adjudication Society and
the Construction Contracts Mediation Group. I am the Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer of the Society of Construction Arbitrators.
I am a candidate for election to the Architects' Registration Board.
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Appendix D - Documents
Drawings

The drawings that I have seen are:Gareth Pearce ("GP")
Office for Metropolitan Architecture ("OMA")
Author

Number

Description

GP

(bundle)

Sketches, A3, numbered 1 - 67 by
Michael Wilkey

GP

(unmarked)

Four extra-long drawings of the
scheme that Mr Pearce alleged the
copyright had been infringed. All
drawings unnumbered and untitled.

GP

JKM5/RLK5

Ground floor plan, marked in
pencil as being at 1:250 scale.
IS: 1002

GP

JKM8/RLK7

Sections A-A and B-B
IS:1004

GP

JKM6/RLK6

`Main deck level' 1:250
IS:1003
` Roof Plan' 1:250
IS:1005

GP
OMA

Bundle 1547

Sketches.

OMA

Bundle 1549

Sketches numbered 000209 000274, some dated November
1989.

OMA

Bundle 1605

Sketches.

OMA

Bundle 1606

Sketches numbered 000294 000305, including sketch scheme
dated 14 December 1988.

OMA

Bundle 1608

Sketches and reduced drawings
numbered 000306 - 000332.
Bundle contains drawings pack
that is date-stamped 25 January
1989 and a concept plan datestamped 27 April 1988.

OMA

Bundle 1692

Sketches
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OMA

Bundle 1693

Sketches and drawing extracts
(reduced) numbered 000177 000208

OMA

Bundle 1744

Sketches and reduced drawing
extracts of three schemes, dated by
Michael Wilkey as (1) 7
September 1988, (2) 7 October
1988, (3) 14 December 1988.

OMA

000333

As 000336, but to scale.

OMA

000334

8791 /B04 Nivo + 1' Entreerhal
(Entrance hall level, 1st floor)
1:100

OMA

000335

?(torn) 8971/B05 Nivo + 2
Dijk/Hal 2 (Embankment level,
2nd floor hall) 1:100

OMA

000336

8701/B01 - Situatie (Location
plan) (Drawn at 1:200 but
reproduced at 1:250)

OMA

V-01 A

Site Plan 1:500 (Planning drawing)
IS:2003

OMA

000337

Site plan 1:500

OMA

V-02A

Nivo -1 - Plan basement 1:200
(Planning drawing)
IS:2004

OMA

000338

Nivo -1 V-02B - Plan basement
1:200
IS:2005

OMA

V-03A

Nivo 0± (Parknivo) Plan ground
floor 1:200 (Planning drawing)
IS:2006

OMA

000339

Nivo 0± (Parknivo) V-03D Plan
ground floor 1:200
IS:2007

OMA

V-04A

Nivo +1 - 1st floor 1:200
(planning drawing)
IS:2008

OMA

000340

Nivo +1 V-04B.
IS:2009

1st floor 1:200
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OMA

V-05A

Nivo +2 (Dijknivo) -

plan second
floor - embankment level, 1:200
(planning drawing)
IS:2010

OMA

000341

Nivo +2 (Dijknivo) V-05B -

OMA

V-06A

Nivo +3 -

plan
second floor - embankment level,
1:200
IS:2011
plan third floor 1:200
(Planning drawing)

IS:2012

OMA

000342

Nivo

+3 V-06B - plan third floor

1:200

IS:2013

OMA

V-07A

Nivo +4 (Dak)-

OMA

000343

Nivo +4
1:200

roof plan 1:200
(planning drawing)
IS :2014
(Dak) V-07C -

roof plan

IS:2015

OMA

V-08A

Doorsnede AA, BB - Sections
1:200.
Revision of 000420
(Planning drawing)
IS:2016

OMA

000344

Doorsnede AA, BB V-08B Sections 1:200.
Revision of
000420
IS:2017

OMA

V-09A

Doorsnede CC, DD - Sections
1:200 (planning drawing)
IS:2018

OMA

000345

Doorsnede CC, DD V-09B Sections 1:200
IS:2019

OMA

V-10A

Doorsnede EE, FF - Sections
1:200 (planning drawing)
IS:2020

OMA

000346

Doorsnede EE,
Sections 1:200
IS:2021

FF V-10B

-
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OMA

V-1 1A

Aanzichten zuid & oostzijde South and east elevations 1:200.
(Planning drawing).
IS:2022

OMA

000347

Aanzichten zuid & oostzijde V-11 B
- South and east elevations 1:200.
IS:2023

OMA

V-12A

Aanzichten noord & westzijde
North and west elevations 1:200.
(planning drawing)
IS:2024

OMA

000348

Aanzichten noord & westzijde V12B - North and west elevations
1:200.
IS:2025

OMA

V-13A

Matenplan. Grid plan. (Planning
drawing)

OMA

000349

Matenplan V-13D. Grid plan.

OMA

000350

Sketch plan "Park level", 1:500

OMA

000351

Sketch plan "Dyke level"

OMA

000352

Sketch plan "Patio level"

OMA

000353

Sketch plan "Roof level"

OMA

000354

Sketch sections "A" to "D"

OMA

000355

Sketch elevations (4 nr.)

OMA

000375

Isometric view from the south
showing neighbouring buildings in
outline.
IS:2002

OMA

000376

Enlarged extract from 000350

OMA

000377

Enlargement of 000351

OMA

000378

Enlargement of 000352

OMA

000379

Enlargement of 000353

OMA

000380

Enlarged extract of 000354

OMA

000381

Enlarged extract of 000354

OMA

000382

Enlarged extract of 000355
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OMA

000383

Enlarged extract of 000355

OMA

000384

"Plan-dike level" 1:300 - reduced
copy of 000335

OMA

000385

Sections "A" and "B" 1:300 reduction of 000428 with rooms
enumerated.

OMA

000386

Sections "C" and "D" 1:300 reduction of 000427, with rooms
enumerated.

OMA

000387

Reduction of 000416

OMA

000388

"Plan-roof level"
Reduction of 000412.

OMA

000389

"Plan-upper level"
1:300.
Reduction of 000425 with rooms
enumerated

OMA

000390

"Plan-park
level"
1:300.
Reduction of 000333 with rooms
enumerated.

OMA

000391

"Site Plan". Reduction of 000333.

OMA

000392

Reduced copy of 000334

OMA

000393

Reduced copy of 000335

OMA

000394

Extract of 000417 "V-02A" 1:250

OMA

000395

Extract of 000417 "V-02A" 1:250

OMA

000396

Extract of 000417 "V-02A" 1:250

OMA

000397

Extract of 000417 "V-02A" 1:250

OMA

000398

Extract of 000418 "V-03A" 1:250

OMA

000399

Extract of 000418 "V-03A" 1:250

OMA

000400

Extract of 000418 "V-03A" 1:250

OMA

000401

Extract of 000418 "V-03A" 1:250

OMA

000402

Extract of 000418 "V-03A" 1:250

OMA

000403

Extract of 000419 "V-04A" 1:250

OMA

000404

Extract of 000419 "V-04A" 1:250

OMA

000405

Extract of 000419 "V-04A" 1:250

OMA

000406

Extract of 000420 "V-08A" 1:250

1:300.
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OMA

000407

Extract of 000420 "V-08A" 1:250

OMA

000408

Extract of 000420 "V-08A" 1:250

OMA

000409

Extract of 000420 "V-08A" 1:250

OMA

000410

Section showing critical circulation
arrows

OMA

000411

Plan of upper levels

OMA

000412

Roof plan

OMA

000413

Sections, reduction of 428

OMA

000414

Sections

OMA

000415

Isometric drawing of the building
viewed from the west with
neighbouring buildings outlined.
IS:2001

OMA

000416

Axonometric drawing showing
circulation arrows

OMA

000417

Nivo - 1 V-02A - Basement level
1:200

OMA

000418

Nivo 0± (Parknivo)
Ground floor 1:200

OMA

000419

Nivo +1 V-04A - 1st floor level

OMA

000420

V-03A -

Doorsnede AA, BB V-08A -

Sections 1:200
OMA

000421

Various sections

OMA

000422

Section showing levels crosslinking

OMA

000423

Axonometric representation of the
same.

OMA

000424

Roof plan

OMA

000425

Floor plan (upper - embankment level)

OMA

000426

(As 421, but larger scale)

OMA

000427

Two sections

OMA

000428

Two sections (at right angles to
the preceding)
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Both

Folder

Transparent overlays A - R
prepared (I understand for the
Court of Appeal) by Gareth Pearce
to illustrate his allegations of
copying.

Wilkey

Folder

Transparent overlays.

Documents
The documents that I have seen are:
Description

Author

Date

Various

Various

File of papers and correspondence concerning
the specification for the Kunsthal, mostly in
Dutch. Documents numbered 000016 000054. Bundle 1437.

R L Koolhaas

10/02/97

Affidavit with exhibits.

F Hill

10/07/97

Expert Report.

Roch Chadwick & May Us
21/01/99

Judgment in Pearce v. Ove Arup & Ors, CA

J Clark

09/11/00

Re-amended Statement of Claim in the matter
ofPearce v Ove Arup and others.

J Clark

09/11/00

Re-amended Particulars of Similarity in the
matter of Pearce v Ove Arup and others.

R Hacon

22/12/00

Amended defence of the second and third
defendants in the matter ofPearce v Ove Arup
and others.

F Hoshino

17/01/01

Witness statement with exhibit..

T Dijkstra

08/05/01

First expert report with exhibits

R L Koolhaas

18/05/01

Second witness statement with exhibits.

G Pearce

12/06/01

5th witness statement with exhibits.

M Wilkey

12/06/01

Expert report

M Wilkey

02/08/01

Supplementary expert report

T Dijkstra

23/08/01

Second expert report with exhibits

Koolhaas / Dijkstra

??/09/01

Booklet of Alleged Similarities.
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M Wilkey

28/09/01

Second supplementary expert Report with
appendices and two supplements.

M Wilkey

10/10/01

Oral evidence (transcript).

T Dijkstra

??/10/01

Oral evidence (transcript)

Jacob J

02/11/01

Judgment in Pearce v Ove Arup and others

M Wilkey

07/12/01

Representations to Jacob J, with drawings.

ARB

28/06/02

Finding of the Investigation Committee on a
prima facie basis.

ARB

15/10/02

Report to the Professional conduct Committee
of the Solicitor Complainant with appendices.

ARB

26/11/02

Letter enclosing Notice of Hearing.

Wilkey

20/01/03

Draft Statement to the PCC, ARB
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Appendix E - Article by Ian Salisbury, the Barrister Magazine
The Expert Witness -fair game for criticism? (Easter Term, 2002)
The late Mr Justice Sebag Shaw, who became a lord justice of appeal, said in
a lecture given in 1975 to the Royal Society of Medicine entitled The Law and the
Expert Witness: "One often hears it said that an expert witness should not appear
to be an advocate in the cause. In one sense this is true. He must not be - for that
is not his function - an advocate for a particular result to the trial to which he
comes as a witness. He must not contend for a verdict or judgment one way or the
other. That is not his business. But he must be an advocate for the opinion he
expresses about a matter which may have a bearing on the ultimate outcome of the
trial".
Since then, there has been a steady stream of criticism of experts, the judges'
rebuke being that witnesses are influenced by the exigencies of the parties retaining
them. This is not news: experts have never been allowed to be supernumerary
advocates. But in consequence of the number of the highlighted failures and the
severity with which they have been dealt, there has been a reform of the procedural
rules which now allow the appointment of experts by the courts. This innovation,
together with the high level of criticism, has however now unfortunately led to a
menacing presupposition in cross-examination that party-appointed experts are
never fit to be trusted. An attack against the integrity of the expert is often the first
sally. Yet without doubt there is still the need for party-appointed experts,
particularly when complex issues and the assessment of probability are involved,
and this presents a dilemma.
If an expert is presumed to be under suspicion of bias, then there is a grave
danger that this will be read into his opinions irrespective of the objectivity in
which they are held. Moreover, it is noteworthy that little effort is required to
dismiss the evidence of an expert on these grounds; far harder is the task to weigh
conflicting opinions on their merits, for this requires the tribunal to understand the
evidence completely.
In 1995 I gave opinion evidence on architectural copyright in Cala v McAlpine
[1995] FSR 818. The trial was relatively uneventful and I was therefore taken by
surprise when Mr Justice Laddie severely criticised the expert retained by
McAlpine in his judgment. In 1990 Francis Goodall, a chartered architect and
eminent intellectual had written an article in the Journal of the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators, The Expert Witness: Partisan with a Conscience, in which he had
sought to analyse in a light-hearted manner the tough dilemma that faces the
retained expert: that whereas the ultimate expectation of the court is for unbiased
opinion evidence, the party employing him will expect also to receive advice that
spells out the strengths and weaknesses of its case, which of course is the same as
giving instruction on the best course of action. Although Goodall concluded his
article by saying that the expert "must answer the question by declaring his full,
true and honest opinion, for the benefit of the tribunal, for the cause of abstract
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justice and for the sanctity of his own conscience and integrity", Laddie J chose to
alight not on the conclusion but on the analysis where Goodall expounded the
complexity of the paradoxical relationship that the expert has firstly with his client
and then with the tribunal. Not only that, but the judge chose to place his own
interpretation on Goodall's arguments: "`Pragmatic flexibility' as used by Mr
Goodall is a euphemism for `misleading flexibility"'. Clearly offence was taken,
and I think, taken too far. The clear imputation of Laddie J's judgment was that
Goodall was an untrustworthy trickster. Having reached this conclusion solely on
the strength of a three-page article, Goodall's evidence was then re-read "on the
understanding that it was drafted as a partisan tract with the objective of selling the
defendant's case to the court and ignoring virtually everything which could harm
that objective".
I have no idea what effect that judgment had on Francis Goodall's reputation.
Certainly among those who know him well (he is now enjoying his retirement in
South Africa) it counted for little other than raising a great deal of personal
consternation; but I have little doubt that it will have influenced many who may
otherwise have sought to employ him for his probity, integrity and vast breadth of
knowledge as an expert witness. Objectively of his evidence, Laddie J said merely
"I did not find it of significant assistance in deciding the issues", which if in
isolation may indeed have been a fair appraisal. But set in the thick of the attack
on his professionalism, it is impossible to discern that Goodall's opinions were
given any attention at all, whatever their merit. That, it seems to me, is
unfortunate. But there is also the question of personal injustice. Where is Francis
Goodall's right to redress if the criticism was mistaken or misjudged, and if his
career was affected by it? Neither for the benefit of his client nor for himself did
he have any opportunity to defend himself, and that to my mind is abjectly wrong.
More recently I was appointed in another architectural copyright case, Jones v
London Borough of Tower Hamlets [2001] RPC 23 where the claimant's expert
was criticised by Michael Kallipetis QC, sitting as a deputy judge. In this instance
the criticism given seemed to me to be measured and temperate (but no less
effective). It gave no cause for concern that Laddie J's earlier fulmination against
Francis Goodall was normative. Mr Kallipetis merely said that he did not find this
expert's evidence helpful because he "'vas patently partisan and unable to give me
an altruistic opinion, as I suspect he was so outraged at what he believed to have
been unprofessional behaviour by Tower Hamlets". Very fairly he went on to say
that the expert "was not assisted by being given incomplete documents. In some
instances it became clear that he was looking at the wrong design, and generally
he had not been made aware of the true role of an expert witness when giving
evidence to the court." Mr Kallipetis therefore made "allowances for the fact that
this was the first occasion on which he had given expert evidence". That seems to
me to be an appropriate and measured response. Significantly, there was no
criticism in the judgment beyond what was openly ascertained and admitted to in
court. The expert concerned was therefore not taken at all by surprise and it was
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clear that Mr Kallipetis saw that at least part of the blame for the expert's
predicament was to be placed on Mr Jones' legal advisers.
However, my concern has recently been sharply reawakened. The judgment of
the Honourable Mr Justice Jacob, Chancery Division, on 2 November 2001 in
Gareth Pearce v Ove Arup Partnership Ltd & Ors is a second from the Cala
mould. I was not involved in this trial and say nothing of the correctness of the
judgment nor ofthe colourful appraisal of factual witnesses. However, the passage
which deals with the expert evidence of Mr Michael Wilkey, who was appointed
expert by Mr Pearce, is so profoundly caustic that I find it difficult to discount that
it is also histrionic and subjective. Clearly the judge decided that Mr Wilkey made
mistakes, even that his opinions were fundamentally misconceived: "As for the
triangle, again it requires the eye of a fundamentalist faith to discern it in the
Kunsthal". I have no criticism if all he seeks to do is to reject evidence. What is
unfortunate is that the matter is not left there. He says: "Mr Wilkey bears a heavy
responsibility for this case ever coming to trial - with its attendant cost, expense
and waste of time, including Mr Koolhaas' loss of professional time".
In his speech to the Royal Society of Medicine, Mr Justice Sebag Shaw placed
emphasis on the importance of the expert being an advocate for the opinion he
expresses, as this may have a bearing on the ultimate outcome of the trial. In the
trial of an issue, no matter how mistaken it may eventually prove to be, an expert
must clearly be entitled to advance his opinion. If he is to be criticised merely for
holding opinions that eventually differ from the judge's findings, then I think that
it will be prudent to consider whether the effect of that will be to dissuade not just
those who are immediately affected. Nor should the criticism of bias ever be made
unless there is solid evidence to substantiate it. Guilt in this quarter should be
beyond reasonable doubt, otherwise the general impression will be that giving
opinion evidence is perilous and something that is best avoided. Judges Laddie and
Jacob may well have been infuriated, but if those who give opinion evidence
suspect they run the risk of being treated petulantly, then they may well prefer to
stay away.
As for the expert who has been criticised, where is the opportunity to reply?
Where an injustice is done, parties in a cause may eventually find correction in a
higher court; but the expert is left out in the cold. This, I suggest, is not the best
way to promote the court appointment of experts. Moreover, by making
unanswerable criticisms of individuals not joined in the cause, judges may lay
themselves open to legitimate reprehension by means other than by appealing their
decisions.
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Appendix F - Paper by the late Lord Justice Sebag Shaw
Read to the Royal Society of Medicine on 17 June 1975
By (the then) The Hon Mr Justice Sebag Shaw
(Royal Courts of Justice, Strand, London WC2)
The Law and the Expert Witness
I am pleased indeed to have this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to the
many members of the Royal Society of Medicine whose evidence in court has so
often steered me at least in the general direction of a just decision.
If I have occasionally strayed from the path they have forensically indicated, or
have not seen it clearly, the fault was assuredly mine and not theirs. My excuse
would be that I must at times have suffered from some visual aberration so that the
medical signposts they set up appears to point different ways, and I have had to
take a layman's bearing in a scientific field. But like every Queen's Bench Judge,
whether sitting alone to try claims for damages for personal injuries or presiding
over criminal trials with a jury, I acknowledge a great debt to medical witnesses in
many specialities for their indispensable contribution to the administration of
justice. Their guidance and advice are always unstintingly, though I hope not
entirely gratuitously, available; and they help to keep the processes of law aseptic
and free from infection.
Having paid this merited and sincere tribute I turn to the subject matter of this
address. That it will deal with topics familiar to many of you is unavoidable, for
there exists a very considerable literature on expert witnesses in general, and
medical experts in particular. I need only mention works by Professor Keith
Simpson, the late Professor F E Camps and Dr Norwood East. But I am told there
are present some who are neither doctors or lawyers, so I start with a few words
about the special function of an expert witness and the legal consequences to which
it gives rise.
An ordinary witness is permitted to testify only as to matters of fact; and only
as to those facts which he has himself observed by his senses and perceptions. Any
inference which he may have drawn or any view he may have formed about those
facts is irrelevant and immaterial, and therefore not admissible. Thus the witness
may not give his opinion on the facts he is called to prove. The responsibility of
interpreting them and deciding what is to be deduced from them lies with the jury
in a criminal trial, or the judge in civil cases. In matters of general and common
everyday experience neither judge nor jury has anything to learn from a lay witness,
and such a witness has nothing to contribute beyond his statement of facts of which
he has direct personal knowledge.
Where, however, the facts which are proved involve questions not to be
answered by ordinary everyday experience, such as the probable effects of the
administration ofa particular drug, or the cause of mechanical failure in a complex
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and sophisticated machine, the views of those who have special experience, skill
and knowledge of such matters become valuable, indeed essential. The law has
long recognised this by allowing the opinion of expert witnesses on matters
abstruse or remote from ordinary experience to be given in evidence. The concept
has a respectable antiquity. Two thousand years ago Cicero advised 'percunctare
a peritis' - `ask the expert'. More recently in our own legal annuls of the midsixteenth century one Mr Justice Saunders declared that `If matters arise in our law
which concern other sciences or faculties, we commonly apply for the aid of that
science or faculty which it concerns'. He then added with what today must seem
breathtaking condescension: `This is a commendable thing in our law. For thereby
it appears that we do not dismiss all other sciences than our own - but we approve
of them and encourage them as things worthy of commendation'.
That will no doubt give enormous gratification to many of you, but I must at
once quell it by reminding you that not even the most highly qualified expert is
permitted to express an opinion which in effect purports to decide an ultimate issue
in the trial; that is to say which expresses a view as to the guilt of an accused or as
to the rights or liabilities of the parties in a civil action. To permit evidence of this
kind as a general rule would mean that the expert witness would usurp the function
of the adjudicating tribunal, whether a judge or a jury. The outcome of the trial
would be decided in the witness box, not in the jury box or on the bench. Judges
have observed the danger signals and have applied the brakes more or less
violently. Just after the First World War had begun Mr Justice Neville, sitting in the
Chancery Division, tried an action in which the mental capacity of the plaintiff was
in question. In course of his judgement he said:
` With regards to the question of whether in any or what degree, the plaintiff is capable of
managing her own affairs and being bound by her own contracts and her own acts, that in my
opinion is always a matter for the court to decide before which the matter comes. I say that,
because, although I did not interrupt at the time, both in the affidavits and in the parole evidence
given here it is obvious that an idea obtained that was a question for the doctors to decide and
that question was whether the doctors thought that she was capable of managing her own affairs
or whether they did not. In my opinion that is not so; it is for the court to decide; although the
court must have the evidence of experts in the medical profession who can indicate the meaning
of symptoms and give some general idea of the mental deterioration which takes place in cases
ofhis kind. I think that is a matter of importance to bear in mind, because, although the witnesses
in the present case are the most competent men to be found, to give an opinion upon questions
of insanity from a medical aspect of the case, I think their evidence here has shown pretty well
that they are not the best persons in the world to decide a question which depends upon the
weighing of evidence and the materiality of the facts that come before them... It seems to me that
in all these cases where expert evidence is admissible, the court can never dispense with its
obligation to form an independent opinion so soon as its mind is enlightened with regard to the
technical aspects of the case, whatever they may be.'

This was not, of course, judicial arrogance. It was a correct statement of the
distribution of function. In truth, however, there are a number of situations in
which the evidence of the medical witnesses does go directly to an ultimate issue
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and may be decisive of the outcome. Thus, in a criminal trail where the defence of
insanity is raised, the doctors will be called upon me answer the very question which
determines whether the defence should succeed or not. Of course in a case where
the experts pronounce opposing opinions, the jury must decide between them. The
significant thing is that there is a departure from the principle that an expert witness
cannot express an opinion upon what is ultimately an issue for the tribunal. The
defence of insanity has almost disappeared since capital punishment was abolished
and the defence of diminished responsibility introduced by the Homicide Act of
1957. In this last defence, too, psychiatrists are invited to give categorical answers,
which establish the defence or reject it. Theoretically the jury is not bound by the
medical evidence but can look also at the general circumstances of the offence in
arriving as its verdict. But it would be a brave jury that decided against the medical
evidence; and if it did it is hardly conceivable that the Court of Appeal would
sustain such a verdict.
The principle was recently considered in the Court of Appeal. The appellant had
been convicted of the murder of his girl friend. He had killed her by a number of
blows on the head with a hammer. His defence at the trail was that he had been
provoked into a blind rage when she meld him that the child she was expecting was
not his and that she had had affairs with two other men while the appellant was
serving a sentence of imprisonment. The defence of provocation , if accepted by the
jury, would have reduced the offence from murder me manslaughter. At the trial the
defence had sought to call a psychiatrist whose evidence would have been (and I
quote from his report):
` The appellant's homicidal behaviour would appear to be understandable in terms of his
relationship with the girl which... was such as to make him particularly vulnerable to be
overwhelmed by anger if she confirmed the accusation that had been made about her. If his
statements are true, that he was taken by surprise by her confession, he would appear to have
killed her in an explosive release of blind rage. Hs personality structure is consistent with
someone who could behave in this way.'

The judge at the trial had refused me admit the evidence of the psychiatrist, on
the grounds that is was irrelevant and inadmissible. On the appeal the appellant
sought leave me adduce this evidence, so that a new trial might be ordered at which
the evidence would be allowed to be given.
In giving the judgement of the Court of Appeal, Lawmen L.J., dealing with the
rules relating me opinion evidence, cited a judgment of Lord Mansfield C.J. in 1782
where he said that `the opinion of scientific men upon proven facts may be given
by men of science within their own science' Lord Justice Lawmen went on to say:
` An expert's opinion is admissible to furnish the court with scientific information which is likely
to be outside the experience and knowledge of a judge or jury. If on the proven facts a judge or
jury can form their own conclusions without help then the opinion of an expert in unnecessary.
In such a case if it is given dressed up in scientific jargon it may make judgment more difficult.
The fact that an expert witness has impressive scientific qualifications does not by that fact alone
make his opinion on matters ofhuman conduct and behaviour within the limits of normality any
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more helpful than that of the jurors themselves; but there is a danger that they may think it
does... jurors do not need psychiatrists to tell them how ordinary folk who are not suffering from
any mental illness are likely to react to the stresses and strains of life. It follows that the proposed
evidence is not admissible to established that the appellant was likely to have been provoked.'

I would respectfully demur to so narrow a demarcation of the proper function
of an expert witness, and particularly that of the psychiatrist. One of the threats to
justice is that the layman may believe his understanding of human conduct to be
more real than it is. While it is necessary to draw the line somewhere, I would
myself be inclined to err on the side off latitude rather than restrictiveness. I do not
think that juries are easily &77-led or confused by expert opinion. On the contrary,
they tend to mistrust ideas they do not readily understand and to reject them as
unacceptable; but even in extreme cases the evidence of an expert may cast a better
light on matter the jury have only vaguely comprehended. Justice is not assisted by
tightening the blindfold.
I may be allowed to recall another case in which I appeared on the wrong side.
I defended a company which marketed packets of bubblegum. In each packet were
enclosed cards depicting scenes of death and destruction in the Second World War.
Some - indeed most - were pretty horrific. The police at Southend were outraged
that such material should be put into the hands of children. The Director of Public
Prosecutions was consulted and prosecution was instituted on the grounds that the
cards tended to corrupt or deprave the young, and therefore constituted an obscene
publication. The prosecution sought to call two psychiatrists before the magistrates
to state their own opinion that children would be corrupted by the violence
depicted. I objected successfully and the company was acquitted by justices. But
the DPP appealed to the Divisional Court where it was ruled that the evidence
should have been admitted. The case was sent back to be retried. A different bench
of justices heard the original evidence again, plus the two psychiatrists, and they
once more acquitted. So much for the suggestion that the experts will overbear the
good sense of a lay tribunal, whether jury, justices or judge.
That it must always be the duty of the court to arrive at its own conclusion is
made manifest in the cases where the expert opinions proffered on either side are
conflicting and irreconcilable.
But how then is the judge or the jury to decide? In actions where damages are
claimed for personal injuries suffered in accident or for the contraction of industrial
disease the fundamental question of liability may depend on the expert opinions of
medical men and, if liability is established, the question of how much a plaintiff
should recover must depend on diagnosis and prognosis. What then is the judge to
do? In our adversary system of trial, where the matters in difference are fought out
as by antagonists arrayed against each other, it is just possible that the opposing
opinions of the experts on the respective sides are both wrong, or at any rate not
entirely right. The judge has no recourse to other professional opinion. If the
testimony on the two sides appears to be nicely balanced, he might take refuge in
the burden of proof and say that the plaintiff has failed to discharge the onus upon
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him of proving the validity of his claim on a balance of probabilities; but apart from
the pusillanimity of such an evasive posture it is a course which has been frowned
upon by the Court of Appeal. That tribunal has said, in its wisdom, that the trial
judge must arrive at a positive finding even where he feels that he cannot choose
between the evidence on one side or the other.
In this sort of context there may well be failures of justice. For my part I would
welcome a procedure in which, where there is a difficult medical issue, a judge has
the power to co-opt a medical assessor or assessors to sit with him, to hear the
evidence and the arguments and in the end, if need be, to state his or their views
on the medical issues for the guidance and consideration of the judge. This would
not merely add another medical witness to the trial, it would provide a means of
elucidating the evidence tendered; it might also serve to explain or reconcile some
apparent discrepancies and to establish different factors in their due scale of
importance and weight.
So large a proportion of civil actions are claims giving rise to medical questions
that the time must come when a system which even occasionally has to be a hit or
miss affair will become unacceptable. As it is, the judge may err if he accepts the
evidence of one side or the other. The apparently more confident expert is not
necessarily the more knowledgeable or reliable, yet ought the judge to plump for
the more diffident one? Or should he find a position between the two? He may well
decide wrongly whichever course he adopts. No doubt he sometimes does.
In criminal trials no comparable dilemma arises. There the verdict of the jury
involves a positive finding only if they decide that the accused is guilty. This they
cannot do unless the evidence taken in its entirety makes them sure of guilt. If
expert evidence relates to a critical issue and is evenly balanced the verdict should,
at least theoretically, be one of not guilty. It does not always work that way, and
juries by some mystique differentiate between credible expert witnesses on one side
and the other.
Many years ago it fell to me to appear in the defence of one of those accused
of participation in the Great Train Robbery. This melancholy assignment was to
some extent ameliorated by the fact that the trial judge was Mr Justice Edmund
Davies, now Lord Edmund Davies.
The evidence against my unfortunate client was limited but formidable. It
consisted of two smears of yellow paint on a pair of shoes found at his rooms of
Bermondsey. A spilled tin of yellow paint was also found at Leatherslade Farm in
Buckinghamshire which the robbers had used as a hideout before dispersing with
their shares of the booty. The case against this one alone of the accused depended
entirely on the identification of the paint on his shoes with that at the farm. The
total composition of paint is complex indeed. Apart from the intended constituents
there are numerous trace elements and impurities whose presence is fortuitous and
incidental to the process of manufacture. The combinations in which they are
present and the relative proportion of each will vary from batch to batch of paint
and even within a given batch. If, therefore, a process could be devised which
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would exhibit the presence of all the trace elements and indicate their relative
proportions, identification should be as sure as that provided by fingerprints.
Spectroscopic examination provided such a method. A highly qualified scientist in
the forensic department at Scotland Yard examined the smears of paint from the
tin spectroscopically. He averred that scores of trace elements shown on the slides
he obtained appeared in the same proportion and in the same relation to the paint
from both sources. Hence the smears on the shoes must have come from the paint
spilled from the tin at Leatherslade Farm. Not so, said the equally highly qualified
scientific expert called for the defence, and he pointed out a number of differences
in the respective slides, although there were also numerous similarities.
The learned judge, when it came to the summing up, reviewed the scientific
evidence with equal fairness and succinctness, leaving it to the jury to decide which
they accepted and not omitting to tell them that if they were left in a reasonable
doubt as to which was correct they should resolve that doubt in favour of the
accused. The jury, having pondered the matter, in due course returned a verdict of
guilty. On what basis was it that they were able to make a confident choice
between the experts? I cannot of course, say with any assurance. There was
certainly a similarity in the spectroscopic slides, but there were also differences.
What else? I can only guess, but I recall various factors. The Crown expert was not
only well equipped scientifically, he was very experienced as a witness. He had
long studied the material in the case. He had prepared himself against all assaults.
He appeared to be detached from the trial save in regard to the paint. The human
issues, so far as he was concerned, were extraneous. Guilt of innocence mattered
not to him. He had analysed some paint and that was all he was there for. I would
like to persuade myself that during his cross-examination his confidence was even
quieter, but in the end his evidence prevailed. The defence expert, through no fault
of his, was under a number of disadvantages. He was not the scientist originally
consulted, that gentleman being detailed by a mission thousands of miles from this
country. The witness did not usually appear in court. He had a naturally hesitant
manner, and despite his considerable knowledge may have appeared to the jury less
than absolutely confident in the views he put forward. His diffidence was observed
by counsel for the Crown and exploited in cross-examination. The outcome might
be difficult to support in terms of logic; that it was right there is no doubt. There
are salutary lessons in this cautionary tale.
In a criminal trial there is no substitute for a jury, and there can be no
reinforcement ofthe jury panel with expert members. Long experience has satisfied
me that the collective psyche of a jury is pretty certain to find the right answer.
Where scientific issues arise the materials on which the jury is asked to found its
decision must be properly displayed and effectively presented. The scientific
witness must impress as well as expound. He must explain in simple, indeed
elementary terms. Like himself the jury are in a strange environment. In addition
they are called upon to apply their minds to technical and obscure matters beyond
their experience. In such situations it is impossible to underestimate the receptive
capacity of a jury.
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I have made some reference to the factors which in the mind of a tribunal may
give greater credibility to the experts on one side or the other. A scientific witness
must have not only the knowledge which will enable him to reach an informed
opinion, but also the ability to communicate that opinion to the tribunal. Where
the correctness of his opinion is challenged he must be able to persuade that it is
valid without obviously striving to do so. He must educate, not bludgeon, the
tribunal into an acceptance of what he believes to be the right view of the subject
matter of his evidence. Some expert witnesses used to have an almost spellbinding
effect on juries. Sir Bernard Spilsbury, for example, could persuade a jury to
accept a bad scientific proposition more readily than others could achieve
acceptance of a right view. Juries are, I think, more critical and perceptive than
they were two or three decades ago; but they still have to be led gently along.
Judges are easier to instruct but more difficult to impress. At times they tend to
shut their minds to ideas they do not want to comprehend or of which they
disapprove. They are then apt to asperse the authority of the expert witness. Take
for instance Lord Campbell in an appeal in 1843 concerning the devolution of a
peerage. One question which arose was the authenticity of writing in a prayer
book, which might have furnished a genealogical clue. In the House of Lords Lord
Campbell declared:
` Now I should say, upon the whole appearance, this entry is a forgery. With the degree of
knowledge I have acquired of handwriting , that is the view I have taken of the subject. There was
a witness Sir Frederick Madden who took it on himselfto say that it was the handwriting of about
the middle of the last century. I do not mean any reflection on Sir Frederick. I dare say he is a
very respectable gentleman and did not mean to give any evidence that was untrue; but really this
confirms the opinion I have entertained; that hardly any weight is to be given to the evidence of
what are called scientific witnesses. They come with a bias on their minds to support the cause
in which they are embarked; and it appears to me that Sir Frederick Madden if he had been a
witness in a cause and had been asked on a different occasion what he thought of this
handwriting would have given a totally different account of it'

This contemptuous denunciation and dismissal of a scientific witness may sound
pretty shocking today. But it is not in essence very different from the attitude of
some judges to psychiatrists who ventured into the witness box twenty or thirty
years ago. On the whole I think that in these days judges show greater humility in
the presence of a bona fide specialist. Where the judge does exhibit signs of
irritated impatience it is incumbent on an expert witness to draw more copiously
on his own stores of patience and to maintain an urbane exterior. Otherwise he
will fail as well as the judge. And where there is a jury it is imperative that no
chinks in the armour of clinical calm should be seen. Confidence in a witness is
more readily destroyed in the minds of jurors by unattractive traits of character
than by an admission that in some respects the evidence a witness has given may
require modification.
One often hears it said that an expert witness should not appear to be an
advocate in the cause. In one sense this is true. He must not be, for that is not his
function, an advocate for a particular result to the trial to which he comes as a
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witness. He must not contend for a verdict or judgment one way or the other. That
is not his business. But he must be an advocate for the opinion he expresses about
a matter which may have a bearing on the ultimate outcome of the trial.
Of course he goes into the witness box with a view he has already formed on
the matters submitted beforehand for his consideration. He has been called for a
particular side because the opinion he has formed appears to be favourable to that
side. He must not be a protagonist of the party, whether plaintiff defendant or
accused, but he is a protagonist of the opinion he expresses, for he has come to
support it and must seek to do so as long as he believes in it. And he must do so
in the face of attack and criticism without appearing to be didactic or in the least
arrogant. To preserve an unruffled demeanour in the course of being crossexamined, when the questions appear to be founded on ignorance or misconception
or distortion of some scientific principle or observed state of facts, is not easy task;
but it is a first imperative. Reactions which display disdain, resentment or anger
are diminishing in the witness, and they may be precisely what the cross-examiner
is seeking faute de mieux to provoke. Quiet confidence rather than intellectual
complacency is the keynote. To be capable of achieving this, the prospective
expert witness must apply every critical test he can to his own formulation of the
question before he ever reaches the witness box. He must ensure that he has asked
for, been provided with and considered all the material available. Nothing can be
more destructive of the force and effect of expert evidence than the admission that
some factor, even if its relevance is not obvious or is non-existent, has been
completely overlooked by the witness, or that he is ignorant or unaware of its
possible relation to the matter on which he is called. The case of Arthur Rouse
provides a illustration. He was accused of murder by setting fire to his car in which
was an unconscious man. The relative expansions of a nut and pipe under heat
were of vital importance. An engineer of great practical experience was called for
the defence. He was asked by Mr Norman Burkett QC who appeared for the
prosecution, `What is the coefficient of expansion of brass?' The witness had no
scientific training; his knowledge was empiric. He did not know the expression
although he understood from practical experience all its implications. On this facile
foundation his status as an expert was erased by a brilliant but specious crossexamination.
There are dangers that lurk in civil litigation also. It is contrary to professional
etiquette and the ethics of the Bar for counsel to discuss with a witness in advance
of a trial the evidence the witness is to give. His professional training and status
make it at least improbable that a discussion with counsel will deflect the
prospective witness into stating a view in which he does not totally believe. In a
medical case of any consequence it is of the highest importance that such a
discussion in conference should take place whenever possible. The barrister may
appear to be fully instructed on paper, but is it all there, and if it is has he
understood it in all its relevant aspects? Are there possible scientific or clinical
overtones or undertones to be considered and explained?
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In medicine the standard and status of the expert witness has made a marked
ascent since legal aid became available. In the old days only the well endowed
could afford to consult and call expert witnesses, who not unnaturally expect to be
appropriately compensated for their time and trouble as well as for their
contribution of knowledge . At one time there was a relatively small and elite body
of medical experts who came to Court and gave evidence, mostly for insurance
companies who could afford to pay for their services. Now the work is widespread
and the general standard of forensic ability is higher than it ever was.
Correspondingly the demands which are made for the services of the profession in
this field are ever growing. Justice could not be done if there were not a ready
response. Very often in civil litigation the doctors on either side are able to come
to substantially the same view, and agreed medical reports are put before the judge.
I would say two things about this. When the doctors have conducted their joint
examination it would be as well if there and then they set down in writing aspects
of the case on which they are agreed. Busy professional men are not always able
to keep an absolutely clear and accurate recollection of what they did agree for
even twenty-four hours. The result is waste, confusion or rancour which could
easily be avoided.
The second thing is that even where unqualified agreement is reached, the
presence at the trial of the medical witnesses may none the less be desirable or
necessary. Judges who are constantly trying personal injury cases acquire a
smattering of medical knowledge; but it is wholly inadequate to enable them to
grasp the implications in every sentence of a report, even where it is written in a
simple and intelligible style.
In a relatively recent case (1969) the plaintiff had suffered injuries which made
her liable to attacks of grand mal epilepsy. She had suffered a major attack soon
after the accident and there was a possibility of further attacks. These and other
matters relating to the plaintiff's injuries were set out in agreed medical reports.
The judge assessed the damages at £6000, and the defendant appealed. The Court
of Appeal upheld the award, but said it was regrettable that no medical witnesses
had been called so that they could be asked questions by the judge on the agreed
medical reports at the trial. Lord Justice Sachs said:
`I hope that in parallel cases an expert will in future be put into the witness box. I have only too
often in the past been asked to assess damages on "agreed" medical reports and then found
sometimes that there simply was not an agreement at all on material matters and on other
occasions that there were gaps in the reports which needed to be supplemented (by oral
evidence).'

Widgery L. J. agreed:
` The "agreed medical report" has only one virtue, namely, that it saves the time and expense of
calling the doctors; but this is not the kind ofcase in which that is an economy. Where a medical
report is agreed, the effect is that the words of the report are treated as though they had been
given in evidence, and it is not open to counsel to embellish them beyond, perhaps, some
necessary reference to dictionaries to indicate the meaning of some of the terms. All too often
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in cases of this kind the argument becomes an argument as to the proper construction of the
words used by the doctors, when, if the court is properly to be assisted, it should have the
opportunity of itself examining the doctors.'

Harman L.J. said that the question whether the plaintiff would have further
attacks or not was one of guesswork, and one more appropriate to doctors than
to lawyers. For that reason he deplored the absence from the witness-box of the
medical experts. He continued, `Reports couched in terms of jargon are, I think,
of no use to the court at all. They are merely the raw material on which the medical
evidence should be based, and when that raw material is of a highly technical and
very difficult nature it seems to me quite wrong that the chief witness on the
neurological side should not have been put in the box in order that he might help
judge out of this morass of difficulties.' The doctors among you might retort that
it was for the trial judge to say whether the material placed before him was
sufficient, or whether it needed expansion or elucidation. The riposte would not be
justified.
The case highlights the dependence of the court on the expert witness. His
function and scope are daily extended. Any effort at a just system of sentencing
would be doomed to failure if the psychiatrists and psychologists were not
available to throw light on the problems ofresponsibility, culpability, prognosis and
disposal. In civil actions a fair estimate of damages would elude judges even more
tantalizingly than it does without the help of the surgeon and the physician.
Medicine has long ceased to be regarded, as in Mr Justice Saunders' day, as the
handmaiden of the law. She has got beyond being its common law spouse for she
is now recognised as an essential collaborator in the administration of an
enlightened system of justice.
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Appendix G - Reductions of drawings referred to in the text
Gareth Pearce - Docklands Town Hall, Axonometric
Drawing IS: 1001
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OMA - De Kunsthal, Isometric.
IS:2001
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